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DEBRA FREEMAN United States Magistrate

Judge

In this antitrust action referred to me for general

pretrial supervisibn the parties have consented pursuant

to 28 USC 636c to have this Court decide Defen

dants motion to dismiss the Amended Complaint for

lack of subject matter jtu-isdiction as well as Plaintiffs

motion for leave to file Second Amended Complaint

See Din. 28 For the reasons set forth below Defen

dants motion to dismiss is granted and Plaintiffs motion

for leave to fIle Second Amended Complaint is denied

on the ground that the amendment would be futile

BACKGROUND

Factnal Background

Plaintiffs Latino Quimica-Amtex 5k Quimica

Amtex S.A and Quimica Amtex 5k de CV collec

tively Plaintiffs are Mexican Argentinian and Co
lombian purchasers of sodium monochloroacetate and

monochloroacetic acid collectively MCAA which

are chemicals used in food pharmaceutical herbicide

and plastic additive applications First Amended Com
plaint filed May 27 2004 Am Compl DIrt

23 Pp 7-9 28. Plaintiffs purchased MCAA in for

eign markets at prices allegedly fixed by defendants

Akzo Nobel Chemicals WV Akzo Nobel Functional

Chemicals LLC Atofma Atofina Chemicals Inc. Dai
ccl Chemicals Industries Ltd. Daicel U.S.A. Inc
Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Denka Corpo

ration and Denak Co Ltd collectively Defendants
who are manufacturers of MCAA.Id 10-18 29 43.

According to Plaintiffs Defendants entered into agree
ments among themselves and with other MCAA manu
facturers from approximately September 1995

through August 31 1999 to fix the price of MCAA on

global basis and to allocate MCAA markets throughout

the world Id 29 nl Claiming that they were injured

by Defendants anticompetitive conduct Plaintiffs com
menced this class action suit n2 against Defendants

nl Defendants Akzo and Elf Atochem have

pleaded guilty to criminal antitrust charges for

these actions Id PP 34-3

n2 Because no class has yet been certified in

this putative class action the Court must treat the

action as an individual action by the named plain

tiffs See Sniado v. Bank Austria AG 174

Supp 2d 159 162-1 63 S.D.N 2001 citations

omitted vacated on other rounds 3.52 F..3d 73

Gir 2003 remanded 542 U.S 917 124

Ct. 2870 159 Ed 2d 774 2004 dismissing

appeaL 378 F3d 210 2dCir 2004

Despite the fact that Plaintiffs allege that they suf

fered injury in purchases that were made entirely in for

eign markets for delivery in foreign countries see Id PP

20 26c 29 Plaintiffs nonetheless seek to invoke the

jurisdiction of this Court and to hold Defendants liable

under Section of the Sherman Act 15 U.S and

SectiOns and 16 of the Clayton Act 15 USC 15
26 n3 Although the Sherman Act generally does not

apply to proscribe conduct in foreign markets Plaintiffs

seek the benefit of an exception found in the Foreign

Trade Antitrust Improvements Act of 1982 15 US.C
6a FTAIA which provides inter alia that an action

challenging foreign conduct may be maintained where

that conduct had direct substantial and reasonably

foreseeable effect on U.S commerce and such effect

gave rise to the plaintiffs claim 15 S.C 6a1
Defendants dispute that this FTAIA exception applies in

this case

n3 The Clayton Act enables private rights of

action to be maintained under the Sherman Act

See infra at 9.

Procedural History

Plaintiffs initiated this lawsuit on December 31
2003 seeking treble damages and injunctive relief as

well as attorneys fees and costs..See Complaint filed

Dec 31 2003 Din In May 2004 the case was re

ferred to me by the Honorable Harold Baer for general

pretrial supervision Dkt 20

When this Court held its fint conference with coun

sel on May 17 2004 counsel informed the Court that

then-pending case before the United States Supreme

Court Jloffinann-Laoche Ltd Empagran Si
involved similar legal issues and that the Supreme

Courts resolution of those issues would likely be dispo

sitive on the question of subject matter jurisdiction in this

case In Einpagran plaintiffs who had allegedly suffered

injury in foreign purchases of vitamins contended that

they were entitled to invoke the protections of the U.S
antitrust laws where the defendants vitamin manufactur

ers and distributors bad engaged in price-fixing con
spiracy that adversely affected customers in both the

United States and foreign countries In June 2004 the

Supreme Court issued decision based on principles of

international comity as well j61 as statutory language

and history in which the Court dismissed the plaintiffs

claim to the extent it arose from an adverse effect of the

defendants conduct on foreign commerce that was inde
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pendent of any adverse effect of their conduct on U.S

commerce Sec Empagran 542 U.S 15.5 159 Ed 2d

226 124 5. Ct 2359 2365-72 2004 The Court1 how
ever remanded to the D.C Circuit the question of

whether the plaintiffs should be permitted to proceed on

an alternative theory of liability arguably included in

their complaint that because vitamins are fungible and

readily transportable without an adverse domestic effect

higher prices in the United States the sellers could

not have maintained their international price-fixing ar

rangement and respondents would not have suffered their

foreign injury. Id. at 2372

When the Empagran decision was issued the parties

to this case disagreed as to its import Defendants as

serted that it was indeed case dispositive and that this

action should therefore be dismissed but Plaintiffs rep
resented by the same counsel as the plaintiff in Empa
gran argued that as in Einpagran Plaintiffs had alleged

two theories 17 of liability and that they should be

permitted to proceed with the alternative theory that the

Supreme Court had not addressed

The parties did agree that the question of subject

matter jurisdiction should be placed before this Court for

resolution before they incurred the cost of further pro

ceedings and they consented to have this Court decide

that question n4 On August 27 2004 all Defendants1

except Denak Co Ltd. which
appears not to have been

served in the action moved to dismiss the Amended

Complaint nS under Rule 12b.l of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure for lack of subject matter jtuisdic

lion See Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter

Jurisdiction filed Aug 27 2004 DIrt 30 Memoran
dum of Points and Authorities in Support of Defendants

Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdic

tion flied Aug 27 2004 8/27/04 Del Mew Dkt
31 The principal argument advanced in Defendants

motion was that the Amended Complaint failed to allege

adequately that the domestic effect of Defendants con
duct gave rise to Plaintiffs foreign claim as required

by the FTAIA See Id

n4 With the Cowts approval the parties

agreed to brief the issue of subject matter juris

diction first without prejudice to Defendants

right to file additional preliminary motions pur
suant to Federal RuMs of Civil Procedure

and/or 12 in the event this Court determines that

it has subject matter jurisdiction over this action

n5 Plaintiffs amended their Complaint on

May 27 2004 for the sole purpose of adding de

fendants DenIm ICagaku Kogyo Kabushild Kai

sha Denka Corporation and Denak Co Ltd The

Amended Complaint Dkt 23 is substantively

identical to Plaintiffs original Complaint

PlaintitTh opposed Defendants motion to dismiss

see Plaintiffs Response to Defendants Motion to Dis
miss for Lack of Jurisdiction filed Oct 2004

10/1/04 P1 Mew. Dkt 35 but one week after fil

ing their opposition papers Plaintiffs also moved for

leave to file Second Amended Complaint so as to add

further factual allegations supporting their current theory

of liability see Plaintiffs Notice of Motion and Motion

for Leave to File Second Amended Class Action Com
plaint filed Oct 12 2004 Dkt 36 Memorandum of

Law in Support of Motion for Leave to Pile Second

Amended Class Action Complaint filed Oct 2004

10/7/04 P1 Mew Dkt. 37 Although Plaintiffs

maintained that their alternative causation theory was

adequately pleaded in their Amended Complaint they

purportedly offered the proposed Second Amended

Complaint to enhance and clarify the factual basis for

that theory. The additional causation allegations con
tained in Plaintiffs proposed Second Amended Com
plaint were derived from the declaration of an economist

John Beyer Ph..D see 10/1/04 P1 Mew at Declara

tion of John Beyer Ph.D l3eyer Dee attached to

10/1/04 P1 Mew as lix which Plaintiffs had submit

ted to the Court with their papers opposing the motion to

dismiss

Defendants filed reply in further support of their

motion to dismiss asserting that Plaintiffs even with

their attempt to support their allegations with Dr Beyers

declaration failed to allege the necessary causal connec

lion between an anticompetitive effect on U.S commerce

and Plaintiffs antitrust claim See Reply Memorandum
in Support of Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction

filed Oct IS 2004 10/15/04 Def Meni Dkt 38
Defendants also opposed Plaintiffs motion for leave to

amend arguing that Plaintiffs had engaged in unfair

procedural gamesmanship by waiting for Defendants

motion to dismiss before seeking to amend their plead

ing and that the proposed amendment in
any event

would be futile See Certain Defendants Opposi
tion to Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to Amend filed Oct

25 2004 10/25/04 Del Mem Dkt 39. On No
vember II 2004 Plaintiffs filed reply in support of

their motion for leave to amend See Plaintiffs Reply

Memorandum In Support of Their Motion for Leave to

File Second Amended Class Action Complaint filed

Nov 42004 11/4/04 P1 Mew Dkt 40

Subsequent to the parties submissions of their

briefs the jarties supplemented their submissions by

providing the Court with copies of briefs and decisions in
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other cases that in the parties view had bearing on the

pending motion In particular the parties kept this Court

apprised of the status of the Eznpagran case as it was

briefed on remand and finally decided by the D.C Cir

cult in June 2005 See Empagran No 01-7115 417 F3d

1267 200.5 U.S App LEES 12743 D.C Or June 28
2005 On July 15 2005 this Court heard oral argument
from the parties regarding the adequacy of both the

Amended Complaint and the proposed Second Amended

Complaint in light of all relevant authority

DISCUSSION

APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

1111 Rule 12b1
Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12b1

defendant may move to dismiss claim on the ground
that the court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter

Fed. Civ 12b1 Such motion may be based on

facial or factual attack on the complaint See Poodry it

Tonawanda Band of Seneca Indians 85 F.3d 874 887

15 2d Cir. 1996 Regardless of whether the challenge

is facial or factual the plaintiff bears the burden of

establishing courts subject matter jurisdiction See

Makarova United States 201 P.3d 110 113 2d Cir

2000

Where defendant makes facial attack which only

questions the sufficiency of the pleading court must

accept as true all material factual allegations in the com
plaint Alonso Saudi Arabian Airlines Corp 1999

U.S Din LEES 5826 No 98 Civ 7781 SAS 1999 WI

244102 at SD.N Apr 23 1999 citations omit

ted. Where on the other hand defendant challenges

the factual basis for subject matter jurisdiction court is

not obligated to accord presumptive truthfulness to the

allegations of the complaint Rather it may weigh the

evidence on the record accompanying the Rule

12b1 motion or hold an evidentiary hearing aiid de
cide for itself the merits of the jurisdictional dispute
Dow Jones Co. Harrods Ltd 237 Supp 2d394
404 S.D NY 2002 see LG Asian Infrastructure

Fund Chase Manhattan Asia Ltd No 02 Civ

10034 KMJP7 2004 U.S Dirt LEES 27334 at

S.D..N Mar. 25 2004 factual attack requires the

Court to determine whether the plaintiff has established

facts sufficient to support subject matter jurisdiction

In this case Plaintiffs submitted declaration of fact

from Dr Beyer in opposition to Defendants motion to

dismiss and Defendants made at least some effort to

challenge the content of that declaration in reply See
10/25/04 DeL Merit at 12 Plaintiffs do not appear to

have factual basis to support theft causation theory
Id at 12-14 attacking data discussed in Beyer declara

tion Nonetheless Defendants clarified at oral argu

ment that they intended to mount only facial challenge

to the Amended Complaint See Transcript of Civil

Cause for Conference dated July IS 2005 C7/15105

Tr at Further Defendants explained that to

the extent they argued that Plaintiffs proposed fbrther

arnendnient would be futile theft challenge to the pro
posed Second Amended Complaint was also intended to

be facial attack Id at 6-7 Thus this Court must ac

cept as true the allegations of the Amended Complaint

and evaluate its sufficiency on that basis Similarly to

the extent the Court considers the adequacy of the pro

posed Second Amended Complaint the Court must also

consider that pleading on its face

Rule 15a

Rule 1.5a provides that leave to atnend pleading

shall be freely given when justice so requires Fed

Civ P. 15a motion to amend sbould be denied if

there is an apparent or declared reason -- such as undue

delay bad faith or dilatory motive repeated failure to

cure deficiencies by amendments previously allowed

undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of the

allowance of an amendment fitility of amend
ment Dluhos Floating and Abandoned Vessel

Known as New York 162 F.3d 63 69 2d Cir 1998
quoting Foinan Davis 371 US 78 182 Ed 2d

222 83 Ct 227 1962 Where court would lack sub
ject matter jurisdiction over the case as pleaded in

the proposed amendment the court may deny leave to

amend on the ground of futility See Chan Reno 916

Supp 1289 /302 S.D.NY 1996

Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act of

1982 FTAIA
Section of the Sherman Antitrust Act provides that

every contract combination in the form of trust or oth

erwise or conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce

among the several States or with foreign nations is

hereby declared to be illegal 15 U.S.C Private

parties injured by reason of anything forbidden in the

antitrust laws have the right to bring suit for treble dam
ages costs including reasonable attorneys fees and

injunctive relief through Sections and 16 of the Clay
ton Act 15 USC fl 1526

In 1982 Congress enacted the FTAIA as an

amendment to the Sherman Act to clarify the extraterri

tonal reach of United States antitrust laws See O.N.E

Shipping Ltd Flota Mercante Grancolombiana SA
830 F.2d 449 451 2d Cir 1987 The FTAIA provides

that

Sherman Act shall not apply to

conduct involving trade or commerce
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other than f15J import trade or import

commerce with foreign nations unless --

such conduct has di

rect substantial and rea

sonably foreseeable effect

on trade or commerce

which is not trade or corn

merce with foreign nations

or on import trade or ira-

port commerce with for

eign nations or

on export trade or ex

port connnerce with for

eign nations of person

engaged in such trade or

commerce in the United

States and

such effect gives rise to

claim under the provi
sions of the Sherman Act
other than this section

15 U.S.C 6a For the Court to have subject matter

jurisdiction over Sherman Act claim for conduct in

volving trade or commerce with foreign nations the

requirements of both Sections 6aI and of the

FTAIA must be satisfied See Empagi-an 124 Ct at

2365 Sniado 352 F.3d at 77 Den Norske Stats 0/jesel-

s/cap AS Ileeremac Vof 241 P.3d 420 421-22 5th Cit

2001

II DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS ThE
AMENDED COMPLAiNT

In this case the parties dispute whether the

Amended Complaint sufficiently alleges subject matter

jurisdiction 1161 based on the FTAIA Because Defen

dants are only raising facial attack to the Amended

Complaint see supra at the Court will accept the

material factual allegations of the Amended Complaint

as true As Plaintiffs bear the burden of establishing sub

ject matter jurisdiction Plaintiffi must demonstrate that

they have set forth allegations sufficient to plead the

elements of both Sections 6a1 and of the ETALA

Allegations of the Amended Complaint

In their Amended Complaint Plaintiffs allege that

Defendants conspired to fix MCAA prices and allocate

MCAA markets in the United States and worldwide

Am Compl PP 29 and that this unlawful price

fixing and market allocation conduct had adverse effects

in the U.S and in other nations that caused injury to

Plaintiffs in connection with their foreign MCAA pur
chases id 29. With

respect to the nature of the do
mestic injury caused by Defendants conduct Plaintiffs

plead that Defendants anticompetitive conduct directed

at foreign markets caused injury to U.S. commerce hy

reducing the U.S MCAA markets competitiveness and

by directing anticompetitive conduct at U.S commerce

Id 31 As 17J result Plaintiffs allege Defen
dants anticompetitive conduct directed at the foreign

MCAA market had the requisite direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable effect on U.S commerce needed

to invoke the Sherman Act Id

With respect to Plaintiffs foreign injury Plaintiffs

further plead that in their purchases of MCAA they

paid more for MCAA than they would have paid absent

DefendantsJ conspiracy to harm U.S and world

wide cothmerce and that Plaintiffs suffered injuries-in-

fact when they paid inflated MCAA prices Id 43
Thus Plaintiffs plead that Defendants conspiracy to fix

MCAA prices and allocate MCAA markets around the

world caused Plaintiffs injuries-in-fact Id and that

Defendants conspiracy to harm U.S and world

commerce directly injured Plaintiffs Id 44

FTAIA Requirements

Section 6al

As this case involves neither import nor export

trade Plaintiffs argue that the above-quoted allegations

of the Amended Complaint satisfy Section 6aI because

those allegations adequatcly describe conduct that had

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect

on trade or commerce which is not trade or

commerce with foreign nations i.e conduct that had

direct substantial and
reasonably foreseeable effect on

domestic commerce

The Second Circuit has adopted broad interpreta

tion of the conduct proscribed by the Sherman Act l.a

Sniado the Second Circuit directed the district court to

interpret conduct as the entire worldwide conspiracy

alleged by the plaintiffs rather than the more narrowly-

described activity of charging supra-competitive

fees in Europe 352 F.3d at 78 Similarly this Court

fmds that Plaintiffr have alleged conduct consisting of

Defendants participation in an over-arching worldwide

conspiracy to raise stabilize and maintain MCAA
prices and Defendants establishment of price-fixing

agreements for MCAA both inside and outside of the

United States Am Compl 29

With
respect to whether this conduct had direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on domes-
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tic commerce the Amended Complaint alleges as

quoted above that Defetidants conduct which included

fixing MCAA prices in the United States Id.. resulted in

supra-competitive MCAA prices in the U.S.. id.

as well as injury to U.S. commerce by reducing the

U.S. MCA.A markets competitiveness and by directing

anticompetitive conduct at U.S.. commerce id 31
Assuming the truth of these allegations the Amended

Complaint adequately pleads that Defendants conduct

had the necessary effect on domestic commerce within

the meaning of Section 6a1. See Den No rake 241 3d

at 426-2 allegations that international conspiracy

compelled Americans to pay supra-competitive prices

were sufficient to satisf the first requirement of the

FtAIA see also MM Global Services Inc. v. The Dow
Chemical Go No. 302 cv 1107 AV 2004 US. Dial.

LEMS 4139 at j543 0. Conn.. Mar 18 2004 find

ing on reconsideration that allegations that price-fixing

conspiracy was intended to prevent erosion of U.S.

prices were sufficient to allege conduct having direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on domes
tic commerce cf Eurim-Pharrn GnthH v. Pfizer Inc..

593 F. Supp. 1102 1106-07 S.D.N.Y /984 allegations

that defendants worldwide conspiracy created artificially

inflated prices without specifying where prices

were inflated were insufficient to allege requisite effect

on U.S. commerce.

2. Sect/ott 6a2

Defendants challenge to the adequacy of the

Amended Complaint focuses primarily on the type of

causation allegation that would be
necessary to satisf

Section 6a2 of the FTAIA.. Under that subsection the

domestic effect of defendants alleged anticompetitive

conduct as pleaded under Section tao must give rise

to Act claim.

In Empagran the Supreme Court rejected an argu
ment that as long as an alleged global conspiracy caused

both domestic and foreign adverse effects this provision

of the FTAIA could be satisfied. As part of its analysis

the Court considered whether allowing citizens of for

eign countries to take advantage of U.S. antitrust laws
when their claims had little connection to the United

States would upset balance of competing considera

tions that
nations own domestic antitrust laws

embody. 124 S. Ct.. at 2368.. The Court reasoned that

principles of prescriptive eomity counseled against con
struing Section 6a so as to permit U.S.. actions for claims

arising from the independent foreign effects of foreign

conduct

Where foreign anticompetitive conduct

plays significant role and where foreign

injury is independent of domestic effects

Congress might have hoped that Amer
icas antitrust laws so flmdamental

component of our own economic system
would commend themselves to other na
tions as well.. But if Americas antitrust

policies could not win their own way in

the international marketplace for such

ideas Congress we must assume would

not have tried to impose them in an act of

legal imperialism through legislative fiat.

Id. at 2369.

The Supreme Court therefore concluded that where

subsection 6a2 refers to domestic effect giving rise to

claim the claim must not be hypothetical domes
tic claim that could have been raised by others but rather

must be the plaintiffs claim i.e. the claim at issue in

the case. Id. at 2371-72 accord Sniado v. Bank Austria

AG 378 3d 210 212 2d Cit. 2004 under Eznpagran

plaintiff must allege that the European conspiracys ef

fect on domestic commerce gave rise to his claims

emphasis added.

Here Plaintiffs allege that they suffered injuries

solely in foreign transactions and their claims

seek compensation for those foreign injuries. Plaintiffs

therefore must not only allege as they have that Defen

dants global price-fixing conspiracy resulted in reduc

tion in the competitiveness of the U.S. market for

MCAA but they must also allege that this adverse do
mestic effect of the conspiracy gave rise to their claim

for injuries in foreign markets. Defendants further
argue

that the statutory language requiring that the domestic

effect of defendants conduct give rise to the plain

tiffs claim suggests that Plaintiffs must plead more than

an indirect but for connection between the alleged

domestic effect and their claim. Rather Defendants ar

gne that the Plaintiffs must plead that the domestic effect

of Defendants conduct directly or proximately caused

the foreign injury that is the subject of Plaintiffs claim

and that Plaintiffs have not done so in the Amended

complaint.

On remand in Linpagran the D.C. Circuit squarely

addressed the question of whether allegations of but for

causation can be sufficient to satistr the causation re

quirement of Section 6a2. With the plaintiffs in that

case conceding the Point the court determined

that the statutory language gives rise to indicates

direct causal connection that is proximate causation

and is not satisfied by the mere but-for nexus the

tiffs advanced in their brief Eznpagran 417 F.3d 1267
2005 U.S. App. LEXJS 1274.3 at In reaching this

conclusion the court considered the types of cornity is-
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sues that had concerned the Supreme Court in its remand

decision

This interpretation of the
statutory lan

guage accords with principles of prescrip

tive comity -- the respect sovereign na
tions afford each other by limiting the

reach of their Jaws ... -- which required

that we ordinarily construel ambiguous

statutes to avoid unreasonable interfer

ence with the sovereign authority of other

nations
...

To read the FTAIA broadly to

permit more flexible less direct stan

dard than proximate cause would open the

door to just such interference with other

nationst prerogative to safeguard their

own citizens from anti-competitive activ

ity within their own borders

Id 417 F.3d 1267 2005 US App LEES 12743 at 9-10

citing inter alia Empagran 124 Ct at 2366 23671

In this case as well plaintiffs counsel 1241 con
ceded at oral argument that but for causation is insuffi

cient and that the causation standard contemplated by
the gives rise to language of Section 6a2 of the

ETAJA is proximate causation See 7/15/05 Tr at 21-

22 Proximate cause is the standard. The U.S.

in flict has to have proximately caused the foreign in

jury see also Id at 55-56 Thus the Court is not pre
sented with any dispute between the parties as to the cor

rect standard to apply In
any event this Court is per

suaded by the reasoning of the D..C Circuit that proxi
mate causation is standard more consistent with prin

ciples of prescriptive coinity than looser but for

standard

Further the proximate causation standard advanced

by both parties is consistent with antitrust principles re

quiring that an antitrust injury-in-fact be caused directly

by defendants conduct In considering whether plain

tiffs injury was too remote to establish standing under

Section of the Clayton Act the Supreme Court noted

that while an antitrust violation may be expected to

cause ripples of harm it is reasonable to assume that

Congress did not intend to allow
every person tangen

tially 1251 affected by an antitrust violation to maintain

an action Blue Shield of Virginia McCready 457

US 465 477 73 Ed 2d 149 102 Ct 2540 79821

Moreover because Congress enacted Section of the

Clayton Act with language from Section of the

Sherman Act -- which had been read to incorporate the

common law principle of proximate cause -- the Su

preme Court concluded that Congress presumably in-

tended this same judicial gloss to apply to the Clayton

Act Associated Gen Con tractors of Cal jfornia Inc

Calfornia State Council of Carpenters 4.59 U.S 519
532-34 74 Ed 2d 723 103 Ct 897 1983 see also

Holmes Securities lnvertor Protection Corp 503 US
258 267-68 272 117 .1. Ed 2d 532 112 Ct 1311

1992 holding that right to sue for treble damages under

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act 18

US.C 1964c which was modeled after Section of

the Clayton Act requires showing that defendants viola

tion was proximate cause of the plaintiffs injury

Having conceded that the adequacy of their pleading

should be measured under proximate causation stan

dard Plaintiffs assert that the Amended Complaint suffi

ciently alleges even if in cursory maimer that 1261
the domestic effect of Defendants global conspiracy did

proximately cause Plaintiffs foreign injury In asserting

this argument Plaintiffs point in particular to their alle

gation that Defendants unlawThl price fixing and mar
ket allocation conduct had adverse effects in the United

States and in other nations that caused injury to Plaintiffs

in connection with their foreign MCAA purchases

A.th Compl 29 7/15/05 Tr at 30 32 This however
is insufficient Read carefiully the allegation highlighted

by Plaintiffs only vaguely pleads that adverse effects in

the U.S and in other nations caused injury to Plain

tifFs in connection with their foreign MCAA purchases

Id 29 emphasis added see also Id 26c alleg

ing that one of the questions common to the putative

class is whether Defendants and their con-conspirators

unlawful price fixing conduct had adverse effects in the

U.S and in other nations that caused injury to Plaintiffs

in connection with theft foreign MCAA purchases

emphasis added As the allegation does not even plead
that it was the effect on U.S commerce rather than an

effect on foreign commerce that gave rise to Plaintifth

127 claim it is patently inadequate to plead the neces

sary direct causal link.

Plaintiffs further allegations that Defendants con
spiracy to fix MCAA prices and allocate MCAA markets

around the world caused Plaintiffs injuries-in-fact id
43 and that Defendants and theft co-conspirators ille

gal contract combination and conspiracy to harm U.S

and world commerce directly injured Plaintiffs id
44 fare no better While these allegations plead in gen
eral terms causal relationship between Defendants

conspiracy and Plaintiffs injuries abroad they support

only theory that Plaintiffs were injured by Defendants

global anticompetitive conduct Nothing in these allega
tions even suggests that Plaintiffs injuries were directly

or proximately caused by the domestic effect of Defen

dants alleged conspiracy Thus these allegations are also

insufficient to satisfy Section 6a2 of the ETA IA
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Because the Amended Complaint fails to plead that

domestic effect of Defendants conduct gave rise to

Plaintiffs claims the Amended Complaint fails on its

face to allege subject matter jurisdiction and the motion

to dismiss is granted.

ifi PLAIISITIFFS MOTION 28 TO AMEND

Turning to Plaintiffs motion for leave to file Sec
ond Amended Complaint the Court must determine

whether that motion should be rejected as an unfair liti

gation tactic and if not whether the proposed new

pleading cures the deficiencies of the Amended Com
plaint

Procedural Gamesmanship

Defendants first argue that Plaintiffs motion to

amend should be rejected as too late Defendants point

out that Plaintiffs counsel were well aware of the alter

native theory argued to the Supreme Court in Einpa

gran as they also represented the plaintiffs in that case

See 8/27/04 Def Mem at 24 10/25/04 Def Mem at

Defendants further note that the Supreme Courts deci

sion in Empagran was issued on June 14 2004 prior to

this Courts setting of briefing schedule for motion

challenging the adequacy of Plaintiffs alternative theory

in light of that decision See 10115/04 DeL Mm at

Further the Court notes that the Second Circuits deci

sion in Sniado which bad been remanded by the Su
preme Court for further consideration in view of Empa
gran was issued on August 2004 prior to Defendants

deadline for submitting their motion to dismiss in

this case Although Plaintiffs assert that it was the deci

sions in Empagran and Sniada that led them to seek

leave to amend their pleading see 11/4/04 P1 Mem at 5-

they waited until after Defendants filed their motion

on August 27 2004 to try to present the Court with their

additional proposed allegations

Defendants frustration over Plaintiffs timing is un
derstandable Defendants

spent time and money prepar

ing substantial motion to dismiss pleading based on

one legal issue and Plaintiffs were well aware that this

issue would be the sole focus of the motion Defendants

assert that Plaintiffs failure to include their new allega

tions in their first Amended Complaint or to seek leave

to amend farther prior to Defendants deadline for its

motion to dismiss is evidence of Plaintiffs effort to en

gage in inipermissible piecemeal pleading with the

advantage of being able to respond directly to Defen

dants arguments for dismissal Id at 3-4 citing Zito

Leagecornm Corp 2004 US Dict 1-EXIS 19778 No 02

Civ 8074 GEl 2004 WL 221650 at 26 S.D.N

Sept 30 2004

In
response to Defendants assertions of unfair

gamesmanship Plaintiffs 30 counsel explained to

the Court in oral argument that the idea of submitting an

expert declaration did not occur to them until they re
ceived Defendants motion to dismiss and that only after

they had submitted the declaration to beef up their op
position to the dismissal motion did they realize that the

Beyer declaration was only so good as an attachment

to oppositionJ brief and that it would really be

great to have complaint with all this good stuff in it

related to proximate cause 7/15/05 Tr at 25-26
Plaintiffs

argue that this case differs from Zito on which

Defendants rely in support of their position that the Court

should disregard the motion to amend because in Zito

the plaintiffs sought leave to amend only after they had

already amended their complaint once to cure deficien

cies and after the defendants had moved for dismissal

second time 11/4/04 P1 Men at 6-7

Although the Court is sympathetic to Defendants

view that if Plaintiffs were going to seek leave to amend
their allegations related to subject matter jurisdiction

they should have done so before Defendants briefed their

motion to dismiss the Court also notes that 1311 this is

Plaintiffs first attempt to amend these allegations and

that Defendants have been able to respond to the new

allegations without undue additional briefing. The Court

also notes that this case is still at an early stage and that

no judicial decisions have yet been issued regarding the

adequacy of Plaintiffs pleading Qf SniOdo 378 3d at

23 declining to grant plaintiff leave to re-amend his

pleading after rejection of his amended complaint on

appeal Under the circumstances the Court will consider

the merits of Plaintiffs motion to amend n6

1321

N6 In considering the motion to amend the

Court will also consider all
arguments made by

Defendants in opposition Plaintiffs request to

strIke 10 pages of Defendants opposition brief

see 11/4/04 PL Mem at 2-3 is denied as

that request which is directed to brief rather

than pleading does not constitute proper mo
tion to strike under Fed Civ 12f See

James Wm Moore et al Moorec Federal Prac
tice 12.37 3d ed 2004 Only material in

cluded in pleading may be the subject of mo
tion to strike and courts have been unwilling to

construe the term broadly. Further Fed Civ

12g does not authorize the Court to strike

any portion of Defendants
opposition brief as

the arguments raised do not despite Plaintiffs

suggestion constitute defense or objection

within the meaning of that Rule

Futility
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Defendants argue that Plaintiff motion to amend

should in arty event be denied because Plaintiffs pro

posed new pleading would still be inadequate on its face

to withstand motion to dismiss and the amendment

would thus be futile See 10/25/04 DeC Mem at 5-14
7/15/05 Tr at Having found Plaintiffs Amended

Complaint to be deficient the question for the Court is

whether the proposed Second Amended Complaint suf

fers from the same infirmity or instead sufficiently

pleads the direct causal connection that is missing from

the Amended Complaint

In their proposed new pleading Plaintiffs do spell

out their causation allegations in greater detail although

Plaintiffs maintain that they have not changed theft the

ory of causation but only expanded upon their allega

tioris in order to clarify them 10/7/04 P1 Mem at

see 11/4/04 P1 Men at For example Plaintiffs now

clarify that MCAA is an interchangeable commodity
that is sold in worldwide geographic market where

price movements in one geographic sub-market would

have ripple-effect on prices in other geographic sub-

markets Second Amended Class Action Complaint
dated Oct 2004 2d Am CompL attached to

Mot to Amend as En 23 Plaintiffs further clarify

theft previous worldwide market allegations by alleg

ing that given MCAAs commodity nature and world
wide flow Defendants and their co-conspirators MCAA
prices charged in countries other than the US closely

resemble and are highly correlated with U.S MCAA
prices Id 24

Plaintiffs go on to plead that had it not been for the

alleged price-fixing conspiracy foreign MCAA purchas
ers would have been able to purchase MCAA in the

U.S at competitive prices Id 25 and that the global

conspiracy thus could not have succeeded without De
fendants agreement to fix MCAA prices in the United

States Id 26 Essentially Plaintiffs plead that Defen
dants alleged global price-fixing conspiracy resulted in

artificially high MCAA prices in the United States with

out which it would not have been
possible for the con

spiracy to sustain artificially high MCAA prices in Plain

tiffs home countries See Id If the prices had been le

gitimately competitive in the United States then Plain

tiffs maintain foreign purchasers would have been able

to purchase MCAA here 1341 instead destroying the

Defendants ability to continue selling at inflated prices

in Mexico Argentina and Colombia See Id In theft

own words Plaintiffs allege

Without an agreement affecting US
commerce foreign-based MCAA pur
chases would have arbitraged purchasing

MCAA at competitive U.S prices and en-

Id

porting it into their home countries Arbi

trage from the would have defeated

Defendants and their co-conspirators at

tempts to fix prices and allocate market

shares in other countries worldwide

Hence Defendants and their co

conspirators worldwide MCAA price fix

ing conspiracy necessarily had to include

the U.S and thus any anticompetitive ef

fects that occurred in the U.S necessarily

would also have been felt by foreign

MCAA purchasers

Simply stated the theory embodied in these allega
tions is that because of the fimgible nature of the product
at issue and the worldwide nature of the product market
the adverse effect of Defendants conduct on U.S com
merce was necessary for the success of their global

conspiracy with its resulting impact in foreign countries

n7 This theory however was explicitly rejected by the

Second Circuit 1351 in Sniado In Sniado the plaintiff

bad sued European banks alleging that he paid supra
competitive service fees for exchanging currency exclu

sively in European countries as result of price-fixing

conspiracy among the defendants See Sniedo 378 .F.3d

at 2.12 On remand from the Supreme Court for reconsid

eration in light of Etnpagran the plaintiff argued for the

first time that the Sherman Act reaches foreign injury

that is not independent of the foreign conspiracys ef

fect on United States commerce See it In exercising its

discretion to consider the viability of the plaintiffs new
alternative theory of liability the Second Circuit held

that even if it were reasonable to infer from the plaintiffs

pleading that the domestic component of the alleged

worldwide conspiracy was necessary .. for the con
spiracys overall success such allegations would be

too conclusory to avert dismissal Id at 213 emphasis

added.

n7 The Court notes that Plaintiffs do not ac
tually allege that they themselves would have

purchased MCAA in the United States had prices

been lower in the U.S market Rather Plaintiffs

plead that they did not purchase MCAA in the

U.S market in part because the U.S prices

were not significantly lower than prices in Plain

tiffs home countries 2d Am Compl PP 12-14

suggesting that there may have been any number

of reasons why they chose not to make their pur
chases here It is thus apparent that Plaintiffs are

not relying on their own experiences with at

tempted arbitrage in contending that their claims
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arise from domestic effect of the alleged con
spiracy Rather Plaintiffs are apparently relying

on broader market forces by which markets are

inter-dependent and an impact on any one geo
graphic sub-market will

necessarily affect the

others

Her Plaintiffs allege that any domestic anticom

petitive effects of Defendants
conspiracy necessarily

would also have been felt1 by purchasers of MCAA in

foreign countries 2d Ant Compl 26 Yet as noted

above this concept of having been injured by an inevita

ble ripple effect as Plaintiffs themselves phrase it id
23 would not be sufficient to afford Plaintifth stand-

ing to maintain their antitrust claims see supra at 15-

16 Similarly under the FTAIA the mere inter

dependence of markets cannot be sufficient to satisfy the

requirement that domestic effect gives rise to the

plaintiffs claim. See Den Norske 241 F3d at 427 under
the PTAIA alleging an interrelatedness between prices

paid in geographic sub-markets is insufficient the
FALA requires more than close relationship between

the domestic injury and the plaintiffs claim it demands

that the domestic effect gives rise to the claim.

At bottom Plaintiffs allegations merely describe
albeit with

greater specificity than their initial allega

tions but for theory of causation that but for the

conspiracys anticompetitive effect in the United States

the global conspiracy could not have succeeded

2d Am Compl 26 Indeed addressing the identical

theory in Empagran nS the DC Circuit held While

maintaining super-competitive prices in the United States

may have facilitated the scheme to charge

comparable prices abroad this fact demonstrates at most

but-for causation 200.5 U.S App LEXIS 12743 at 11

nS As summarized by the DC Circuit in

Empagran The appellants theory in nutshell

is as follows

Because the appellees product vi
tamins was lhngible and globally

marketed they were able to sus

tain super-competitive prices

abroad only by maintaining super-

competitive prices in the United

States as well Otherwise overseas

purchases would have purchased

bulk vitamins at lower prices ei

ther directly from U.S sellers or

from arbitrageurs selling vitamins

138

imported from the United States

thereby preventing the appeflees

from selling abroad at the inflated

prices Thus the super-

competitive pricing in the United

States gives rise to the foreign

super-competitive prices from

which the appellants claim injury

2005 U.S App. LEXIS 12743 at 8-9 footnote

omitted

Despite acknowledging that the causation theory

they articulated before the D.C Circuit in Empagran is

precisely the same theory at issue here Plaintiffs counsel

urge the Court to disregard the D.C Circuifs decision

and instead to accept the reasoning of the district courts

in MM Global Services Inc. The Dow Chemical

Company 329 Supp 2d 337 Conn Aug 11
2004 and In re Monosodium Glutamate Antitrust Liti

gation No 00-MJL-/328 PAM 200$ US Dirt LEXJS
8424 1. Minn May 2005 which upheld subject mat
ter jurisdiction under the FTA1A on the basis of some
what different allegations

In MM Global Services the plaintiffs purchased in

the United States products manufactured by U.S. defen
dant Union Carbide and resold those products in India.

329 Supji 2d at 339 Claiming that the defendants had

compelled them to agree to price fixing conspiracy for

the resale of those products the plaintiffs alleged that

this anticompetitive conduct directly resulted in dimin
ished competition in the sale and resale of Car
bide products in and from the United States Id at .342.

Further the plaintiffs alleged that as result of

such effect on competition plaintiffs were injured

by being precluded from effectively and filly competing
and

maximizing their sales of products Id These alle

gations suggest considerably more direct nexus to U.S
commerce than the allegations made here

The facts alleged in In re Monosodium Glutamate

Antitrust Litigation which involved an alleged global

conspiracy to fix the price of monosodium glutamateMSG are more similar to those alleged here as the

plaintiffs did not plead any personal contact with the

United States but nonetheless contended that their for

eign injuries resulted from the conspiracys adverse do
mestic effects 2005 US Dirt LEXIS 8424 at 3-4 In

that
case however the plaintiffs alleged that the defen

dants fixed U.S prices and controlled U.S markets not

merely to capture cartel profits in the United States but

also to allow the cartel to he effective anywhere in the

world Id 2005 U.S Dirt LEXJS 8424 at In other
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words the plaintiffs alleged that the defendants in
cluded the United States in the cartel precisely to extract

cartel profits from purchasers around the world

without risk of arbitrage.. Id. These allegations ascribe to

the defendants deliberate conduct aimed at the United

States for the specific intended purpose of furthering

their anticompetitive conduct elsewhere This too is

more direct causation allegation than Plaintiffs make in

this case where Plaintiffs allege global price-fixing

conspiracy but do not allege that Defendants acted to

control the US. MCAA market for the
purpose of fir

thering their scheme in the foreign markets in which

Plaintiff operated. Rather as noted above Plaintiffs

merely rely on general market principles to allege that in

global market an effect of anticompetitive conduct in

one location te. the United States will cause ripple

effect that will necessarily be felt in others. The causal

link described by this theory is simply too indirect to

support this Courts subject matter jurisdiction

Finally the Court notes that Plaintiffs proposed new

pleading does contain few boilerplate allegations of

direct causation. In one paragraph of the Second

Amended Complaint for example Plaintiffs make the

conclusory allegation that the U.S.. effect of Defendants

conspiracy directly injured Plaintiffs. 2d Am.

Conipl. 41 And in other paragraphs Plaintiffs use the

gives rise to language of the FTAIA pleading that the

effect on US. commerce gave rise to Plaintiffs antitrust

injuries Id. PP 27 38. Without the factual predicate to

support these allegations bowever they cannot be read

to plead the requisite causal link between the conspir

acys domestic effect and Plaintiffs foreign claim. See

Hirsch v. Arthur Andersen Co.. 72 FJd 1085 1088
1092 2d Qr 199.5 holding that the court need not

credit legal conclusions that are unsupported by the fac

tual allegations pleaded citations omitted.

As the Court fmds that Plaintiffs proposed Second

Amended Complaint would not withstand motion to

dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction Plaintiffs

notion for leave to file Second Amended Complaint is

denied as futile

CONCLUSION For all of the foregoing reasons
Defendants motion to dismiss the Amended Complaint

is granted and Plaintiffs motion for leave to file Sec
ond Amended Complaint is denied. The Clerk is respect

fully requested to enter judgment dismissing the

Amended Complaint and to close this case on 142 the

Courts docket.

Dated New York New York

September 19 2005

SO ORDERED

DEBRA FREEMAN

United States Magistrate Judge
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OF NOVELL AND DENYING NOVELLS MOTION
TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS RESPONSE

This matter is before the court on the following Mo
tions Novells Motion to Dismiss the Antitrust

Claims of plaintiffs Lancompany In.formatica Ltda.

Lancompany and LanTraining Informatica Ltda

LanTraining for Jack of subject matter jurisdiction and

in the alternative Motion In Litnine to Exclude Evidence

of LanCompartys and LanTrainings Antitrust Damages

and Plaintiffs Motion to Strike said Motions of Novell

and NovelFs Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Response to

Novells Reply Memorandum in Support of its Rule

2bi Motion to Dismiss

The court will first address Novells Motion to Dis

miss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction and Lantecs

Motion to Strike Novells Motion to Dismiss for Lack of

Subject Matter Jurisdiction

Pursuant to Fed F. Civ 12jhiJ Novell moves

to dismiss L.anCompanys and LanTrainings antitrust

claims for lack of subject matter jurisdiction Novell con
tends because LanCompany and LanTraining are

Brazilian companies who participate wholly in foreign

markets this court lacks subject matter urisdiction over

their antitrust claims and these companies have no

standing to pursue or assert these claims

As an initial matter Plaintiffs contend that Novell

admitted subject matter jurisdiction in its Answer and

therefore is foreclosed from raising the issue at this

late date. However subject matter jurisdiction is an issue

that may be raised at any time

Federal courts are courts of limited juris

diction The character of the controversies

over which federal judicial authority may

extend are delineated in Art 1111 ci

Jurisdiction of the lower federal courts

is further limited to those subjects encom

passed within statutory grant ofju.risdic

Hon Again this reflects the constitutional

source of federal judicial power that

power only exists in such inferior Courts

as the Congress may from time to time

ordain and establish Art III 1.

Subject-matter jurisdiction then is

an Art ill as well as statutory require

ment it functions as restriction on fed

eral power and contributes to the charac

terization of the federal sovereign Certain

legal consequences directly follow from

this For example no action of the parties

can confer subject-matter jurisdiction

upon federal court Thus the consent of

the parties is irrelevant Cal4fornia v.

LaRue 409 U.S 109 34 Ed 2d 34Z 93

390 1972 principles of estoppel

do not apply American Fire Casual
Co Finn 341 U.S 17-18 95 Ed

702 71 Ct 534 1951 151 and

party does not waive the requirement by

failing to challenge jurisdiction early in

the proceedings Similarly court in-

chiding an appellate court will raise lack

of subject-matter jurisdiction on its own

motion

Insurance Corp of Ireland Ltd Conipagnie des

Bauxites de Guinea 4.56 US 694 702 72 Ed 2d 492

102 Ct 2099 1982 underlined emphasis added

Thus it is irrelevant if Novell admitted jurisdiction

in its Answer to the Amended Verified Complaint be
cause subject matter jurisdiction cannot be conferred or

waived by consent estoppel or failure to challenge ju
risdiction early in the proceedings Laughlin Kmart

Corp SOF.3d871 873 10th Cir /995 cballenge to

subject matter jurisdiction may be raised at any time in

the proceedings 1.5 Burch 169 F.3d 666 668 10th

Cit 1999 challenge to subject matter jurisdiction may
be raised at any time in proceedings including in collat

eral attack under 2255

Plaintiffs move to strike Noveils Rule 12bl mo
tion asserting lack of subject matter jurisdiction because

they contend the motion can properly be brought only as

161 motion to dismiss for the failure to state claim

under Rule 2b6 or motion for summary judgment

under Rule 56 Lantec contends that because the deadline

for filing such motions under Rules 56 and l2b6 ex

pired on October 1998 Novells motion is untimely

and should be stricken Further Plaintiffs contend that

because Novells Motion must be considered under Rule

2b6 the issue is whether or not LanTraining and

LanCompany have stated claim under the Sherman

Act an issue Plaintiffs contend is not jurisdictional

Plaintiffs also contend that Novells failure to raise this

issue earlier is the result of its counsels having taking

contrary position on behalf of Novell in an entirely dif

ferent case in this district

The last contentinn may be quickly resolved The

court has reviewed the submissions from that case Cal

dera Microsoft 72 Supp. 2d 1295 Case No 96-CV-

645-B which the parties attached as exhibits to their

memoranda in this matter The court does not fmd the

facts of that ease to be similar to those alleged in this

case and therefore does not fmd Ca/darn to be control

ling
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The parties argue extensively regarding the correct

procedural posture of Novells J71 Motion regarding

subject matter jurisdiction in this circuit the following

rules are applicable

Generally Rule 12bl motions to dis

miss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction

take two forms First facial attack on

the complaints allegations as to subject

matter jurisdiction questions the suffi

ciency of the complainL Ohio Nat Life

Ins co. United States 922 F.2d 320

325 6th Civ 1990 In reviewing facial

attack on die complaint district court

must accept the allegations as true

Second party may go beyond alle

gations contained in the complaint and

challenge the facts upon which subject

matter jurisdiction depends When re

viewing factual attack on subject matter

jurisdiction district court may not pre

sume the truthfulness of the complaints

factual allegations court has wide dis

cretion to allow affidavits other docu

ments and limited evidentiary hearing

to resolve disputed jurisdictional facts in
der Rule l2b1 Wheeler Hurdtnan

825 F.2d 257 259 u.S 10th Cu cert

denied 484 US 986 98 Ed 2d 501

108 Ct 503 1987. In such instances

courts references to evidence out

side the pleadings does not convert the

motion to Rule 56 motion Wheeler

825 F.2d at 259 it 5.

However court is required to con

vert Rule 12bl motion to dismiss

into Rule 12b6 motion or Rule 56

summary judgment motion when resolu

tion of the jurisdictional question is inter

twined with the merits of the case It at

259 The jurisdictional question is inter

twined with the merits of the case if sub

ject matter jurisdiction is dependent on

the same statue which provides the sub

stantive claim in the case Wheeler 825

F2da1259

Halt US 46 F.3d 1000 1002-03 p0th Or 1995

considering jurisdictional issue under wholly separate

statute the Flood Control Act from the underlying

FTCA claim

Thus Rule 12bl motion can properly be

speaking motion and include references to evidence

extraneous to the complaint without converting it to

Rule 56 motion. Wheeler 825 F.2d at 259 u.S

Based upon the foregoing the court will deny Plain

tiffs Motion to Strike Novells Motion to Dismiss for

Lack of Jurisdiction Motion challenging subject mat
ter jurisdiction can be brought J9J at any time in the

proceedings and is properly brought under Rule l2bl
although it may if appropriate be subsequently con
verted to motion under Rule l2b6 or Rule 56

Although the Halt test could be read as meaning that

any time the jurisdictional challenge arises out of sec

tion of the same statute that creates the cause of action in

another section the jurisdictional question is automati

cally considered to be intertwined with the merits re

cent Tenth Circuit case clarifies that the test is not so

simplistic. Under Wheeler however the focus of the

inquiry is not merely on whether the merits and the juris

dictional issue arise under the same statute Rather the

underlying issue is whether resolution of the jurisdic

tional question requires resolution of an aspect of the

substantive claim Pringle US 208 F.3d 1220 1223

10th Cit 2000

L.anCompany and LanTraining as the parties invok

ing jurisdiction have the burden of showing subject mat

ter jurisdiction

Since federal courts are courts of lint

ited jurisdiction we presume no jurisdic

tion exists absent an adequate showing by

the party invoking federal jurisdiction If

jurisdiction is challenged the bur

den is on the party claiming jurisdiction to

show it by preponderance of the evi

dence Thus hear the burden

of alleging the facts essential to show ju
risdiction and suppoEting those facts with

competent proof Mere conclusory allega

tions ofjurisdiction are not enough

US Spectrum Emergency are mc 190 F.3d 1156

1160 10th Cii 1999 quoting U.S rd Precision Co

Koch Indus Inc 971 P.2d 548 10th Cir 1992 cerl

denied 507 U.S 951 122 Ed 2d 742 113 Ct 1364

1993

Whether the motion challenging subject matter ju
risdiction is brought under Rule 12bl or under Rule

56 the burden of the party seeking to establish jurisdic

tion remains essentially the samethey must present

affidavits or other evidence sufficient to establish the

courts subject matter jurisdiction by preponderance of
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the evidence. Spectrum Emergency. supra 190 F.3d at

1160n 5.

Novell contends that LanCompanys and Lanlrain

ings claims should be dismissed because this court lacks

subject matter jurisdiction over the antitrust claims of

these two foteign corporations. 1111

In 1982 Congress amended the Sherman Act by

adding the Foreign Trade AntiTrust Improvement Act

FTATA 15 US. C. 6cr to exempt from United States

antitrust law conduct that lacked sufficient domestic ef

fect See Eurim-Pharni GmbJ-I v. Pfizer Inc. 593 F.

Supp.. 1/02 1105 S.D. N.Y. 1984 citing Congressional

purposes.

By the addition of the FTAIA Congress imposed

single and objective standard for determining when for

eign antitrust conduct is and is not subject to the United

States antitrust law. Liarnuiga Tours v. Travel Impres

slams Ltd. 617 F. Supp 920 ED.. N.Y. 1985.

Although the Sherman Act prohibits mo
nopolization and attempted monopoliza

tion of any line of interstate or foreign

commerce section of the FTAIA makes

the Sherman Act inapplicable to

conduct involving trade or

commerce other than im

poit trade or import com

merce with foreign na
tions unless-

such conduct has di

rect substantial and rea

sonably foreseeable effect-

on trade or commerce

which is not trade or coin

merce with foreign nations

or on import trade or im

port commerce with for

eign nations or

on export trade 1121

or export commerce with

foreign nations of
person

engaged in such trade or

commerce in the United

States.

Caribbean Broadcasting System Ltd.. v. Cable Wire

less PLC 33/ US APP. D.C. 226 148 F3d 1080 1085

D.C Or.. 1998 quoting 15 US C. 6a underlined

emphasis added..

Under the Tenth Circuit case law cited above the

court must determine whether resolution of the jurisdic

tional question requires resolution of an aspect of the

substantive claim and therefore requires conversion of

Novells motion to motion under Rule 2b6 or Rule

56. Pringle 208 F.3d at 1223..

In this case although the merits of the antitrust

claims and the jurisdictional issue arise under sections of

the same statute the resolution of the jurisdictional ques
tion does not require resolution of an aspect of the sub
stantive claim. The requirement that there be direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on domes

tic commerce is not an aspect of the substantive antitrust

claims. Accordingly the court need not convert the mo
tion to one under Rule l2b6 or Rule 56 and may con
sider affidavits and other evidence 1131 on the issue of

the jurisdictional elements under Section 6a.

There are several reasons why as piactical matter

the analysis of the motion under Rule 12bl in no way
prejudices Plaintiffs. First many of the key facts are tm-

disputed. For example it is undisputed that LanCompany

and LanTraining are Brazilian companies are headquar

tered in Brazil and conduct their business solely in Bra
zil and Lath America. Second because Novell makes

facial challenge to subject matter jurisdiction over Lan-

Companys and LanTrainings antitrust claims the fac

tual allegations of the Complaint are presumed true for

purposes of the Motion Third the court may look to the

materials submitted by Plaintiffs in support of their juris

dictional allegations to determine if Plaintiffs have met

their burden of establishing the courts subject matter

jurisdiction over LanCompanys and LaaTrainings anti

trust claims In support of subject matter jurisdiction

Plaintiffs have submitted Dr. Beyers expert report

portion of his deposition and transcript of bearing

transcript from the Caldera case

Novell contends that even assuming as true the alle

gations that Novell terminated its dealings with

L.anCompany and LanTraining for the
purpose of bring

ing pressure on L.antec and Lantee Brazil and to eliini

nate Lantecs source of capital by assassinating or put

ting out of business the foreign companies upon which

Lantec depended for funds there is no showing of di
rect substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on

domestic commerce.

Plaintiffs oppose the 12bl motion because they

contend their Amended Verified Complaint alleges

Novell injured the two foreign corporations by conduct

that had the requisite direct substantial and reasonably

foreseeable anti-competitive effect on domestic com
merce. Plaintiffs contend that by using LanCompany and

LanTraining as fulcrum or conduit to crush Lantec by

eliminating its foreign source of capital Novell elimi
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nated competition in relevant market and thereby had

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on

trade or domestic commerce in the United States

However close reading of the Amended Verified

Complaint reveals that it does not allege such an effect

on domestic commerce or facts from which such an ef

fect on domestic commerce are shown

The Amended Verified Complaint allcges generally

that Novells conduct toward all plaintiffs had the

effect of unreasonably restraining interstate trade and

commerce in the relevant market 21 81 and affecting

substantial amount of interstate commerce in the rele

vant market 218s

The specific allegations regarding LanCompany and

L.anTraining are

212 Novell developed scheme to

breach its contracts with the Lantec Com
panies earlier as all four plain

tiffs and to refuse to deal with any of the

Lantec companies so that it conld enter

into relationship with WordPerfect for

the development and sale of NetWare

messaging applications to the exclusion of

the Lantec Companies Novell manipu
lated and utilized LanCompany and Lan-

Training in order to curtail L.antecs and

Lantec Brazils sales and distribution

channels and to cut off their sources of

investment capitol. Novell refused to deal

with LanCompany and LanTraining as

fblcruin conduit or market force to injure

Novells competitors and competition in

the NetWare Messaging Applications

market including Lantec and L.antec Bra-

nil and LanCompany and LanTraining in

jury is inextricably intertwined with the

injury to competition in the relevant mar-

ket

Amended 1161 Verified Complaint at 212 underlined

emphasis added

The Complaint defines the relevant geographic

market as the world 149 Plaintiffs submitted the

deposition testimony of their expert Dr Beyer that the

principal products in this case are designed and specified

by suppliers who are residents of the United States

However neither his deposition nor his expert report

opine that Novells actions in terminating its agreements

with and reflising to deal with the two Brazilian compa
nies which do no business in the United States domestic

market had direct substantial and reasonably foresee

able effect on domestic commerce.

The court agrees with Novell that Plaintiffs have

failed to allege direct effect substantial effect or

reasonably foreseeable effect on domestic commerce

An effect is direct if it follows as an immediate conse

quence of the defendants activity Filetech SA
France Telecom S.A 157 F.3d 922 931 j2nd Or 1998

citations and quotation marks omitted However an
allegation that income flows between corporations is

insufficient to establish the requisite domestic effect

Optimum Legent Gorp 926 Supp .530 WD Pa

1996j 171 An allegation of loss of competition re

sulting from the loss of the participation of company
that was expecting funds from company that was in

jured by refusal to deal is far from following as an un
mediate

consequence of the alleged wrongful refusal to

deal

Plaintiffs have also failed to allege or show facts

from which it could be shown that Novells actions to
ward the Brazilian companies had substantial effect

on the domestic market The effect required for jurisdic

tional nexus must be the anti-competitive effect in the

domestic market Liamuiga Tours 617 Supp at 923-

24 citing FTA1As legislative histoiy

This case is distinguishable from the case relied

upon by Plaintiffs Caribbean Broadcasting System Ltd

Cable Wireless PLC 331 U.S App. 226 148

F.3d 1080 1085 D.C Or 1998 In Caribbean Broad

casting the complaint alleged that the foreign company
was competing in the market in which many companies

based in the United States were customers 148 F.3d at

1086 In Caribbean Broadcasting the D.C. Circuit dis

tinguished an earlier case The In Porters S.A v.

Hanes Printables 663 Supp. 494 MD N.C 1987
because the foreign firm in that case did not sell

to American consumers 148 F3d at 1086

The test of reasonably foreseeability is whether the

alleged domestic effect would have been evident to

reasonable person making practical business judgments

I5urim-Plzarm 593 Supp at 1106 n..4 In this case the

alleged domestic effects are too far removed from

Novells alleged actions toward LanCompany and Lan-

Training for the effects to have been evident to rea

sonable person making practical business judgments

In support of its contention that the Amended Veri

fied Complaint establishes Novells actions toward Lan-

Company and LanTraining adequately allege direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on the do
mestic market Plaintiffs contend that where the injury to

the two foreign plaintiffs is inextricably intertwined

with the injury inflicted on the domestic market they may
sue even though they are not consumers or competitors

in the relevant market Plaintiffs Memorandum in oppo
sition at 10 In support of this theory Plaintiffs cite Blue
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Shield of Virginia Mccready 457 US 46.5 73 Ed.

2d 149 102 Ci 2540 /982 McCready in

volved the issue of plaintiffs standing to allege an anti

trust injury McCready did not involve the FTAJA or

foreign corporations claim of violations of the United

States antitrust laws and is therefore not helpibi on the

issue of subject matter jurisdiction under the FTAIA.

The standing analysis applied in MeCready cannot

be substituted for the clear objective standard set forth by

Congress in the FTAIA Further any expansion of the

FTAIAs plain language regarding jurisdiction would re

write the statute-an irnpermissible role for the courts.

Such broadening of the jurisdictional standard based

upon case law would open the door to uncertainty over

the
scope of the U.S anti-trust laws in international

commerce uncertainty that Congress attempted to elimi

nate by enacting the FTA.IA See Liasnuiga Tours 617

Supp at 923

Further the alleged injury at issue in McCready was

held to be inextricably intertwined with the alleged

antilrust conspiracy because the plaintiff therein was in

essence the direct purchaser who paid the higher costs

alleged to have been caused by the anti-competitive ac
tions situation not present in 1201 this case. Compare

Serpa Corp Mc Wane Inc 199 F3d 1st Cir 1999

declining to apply inextricably intertwined language

of McCready to afford antitrust standing to distributor

allegedly injured by anti-competitive effect of manufac

turers purchase of competitor

Plaintiffs also attempt to rely on theory developed

to afford former employees standing to bring claims un
der antitrust statutes PlaintifTh cite Reverend Royal

Brown Archer Daniels Midland 1996 US Dist

LEXIS 1/481 1996 Jfl 442274 ED La 1996
which in turn followed the Province Cleveland Press

Pub 2o 787 F2d 1047 1054 6th Cir 1986 line of

cases involving the standing of former employees to

bring actions when they lose their jobs as result of anti

trust violations Jn this line of cases the McCready inex

tricably intertwined theory of standing is expanded to

allow employees or companies who are injured by anti

trust violations standing to sue when their injuries are

inextricably intertwined to the injury to the relevant

market because the plaintiff was used by the antitrust

violator as flilcruni conduit or market force to injure

competitor or participants 1211 in the relevant product

and geographical market Id

Once again such case law regarding theories of

standing is not substitute for the single objective stan

dard set forth the FTAIA. Further this area of law in

which there is split of authority over whether such an

extension of the law of standing is warranted even for

domestic plaintiffs See Sullivan Tagliabue 25 F.3d 43

5th Cir 1994 collecting cases showing split of author

ity and Thomason Mitrubishi Electronic Sales Amer

Ca Inc 701 Supp 1563 N.D Ga 1988 same

The court notes that Plaintiffs also rely on these

same lines of cases in connection with their contentions

regarding standing However the courts determination

that it lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the antitrust

claims of the two foreign corporations which operate

solely in Brazil because there is not the requisite effect

on the domestic market of the United States renders

moot Novells contention that the claims should be dis

missed for lack of standing

The court will also deny as moot Novells Alterna

tive Motion In Limine to Exclude Evidence of LanCom

panys and LanTrainings Antitrust Damages for

lack of standing

Finally the court will deny Novells Motion to

Strike Plaintiffs Response to Novells Reply Mernoran

dum in Support of its Rule 12bl Motion to Dismiss

the LanCompany and LanTraining Antitrust Claim

The court will enter an appropriate order in accor

dance with the foregoing

DATED this 14th day of September 2000

BY THE COURT

TED STEWART

United States District Judge
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LEXSEE 2005 U.s DIST LEXIS 39641

In re Monosodium Glutamate Antitrust Litigation This document relates to Inquivosa

SA et aL Ajinonioto Co mc et

Civil File No 00MDL1328 PAM Civ No 032997

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURI FOR THE DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA

2005 US 0/st IfliS 39641

October 26 2005 Decided

PRIOR HISTORY in ic Monorodiun Glutamate Autumn i/fig .2005 US Dirt LEKJS 84.24 iD In/un May 2005

CASE SUMMARY

PROCEDURAL POSTURE Antitrust plaintifE foreign purchasers ot Monosodium Glutamate or nucleotides brought

claims against defendants allcged coconspirators in worldwide scheme to maintain artificially high prices for those

substances The alleged coconspirators moved for reconsideration of their motion to dismiss the amended complaint under

the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA 15 USC.S do and the Sherman Act 1.5 U.S.C.S ct seq

OVERVIEW The complaint alleged that the coconspirators included the United States in their cartel to extract cartel

profits from purchasers around the world without risk of arbitrage of the substances sale prices The conspiracys effect

on United States commerce gave rise to the foreign purchasers antitrust claims and injuries The alleged coconspirators

argued that the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction over the action and the Sherman Act could not apply to the case

given the international character of the claims The court adopting the reasoning of thc recent opinion in Floffman

L.aRochc Ltd Empagran S.A held that the global pricefixing cartel theory established only an indirect relationship

between United States prices and the prices paid in foreign markets As such the purchasers could only show that the

foreign effect of pricefixing gave rise to their injuries Because they were are unable to show that the domestic effect

proximately caused their injuries the purchasers could not state claim under the Sherman Act

OUTCOME The motion to dismiss the amended complaint was granted on reconsideration

LexisNexisR Headnotes

Ciii Procedure Judgni cuts Relief Franz Judgment Motions to Alter .4 in end

flThll Where claims against party remain unresolved motion for reconsideration falls under the rubric of Fed civ

54cb Although issues decided should not be subject to continued argument court may revisit its earlier decision in

extraordinary circumstances motion for reconsideration may be justified on the basis of an intervening change in law

Antitrust Trade Ian International Applkatioz of JS Ian Foreign Trade Antitrust Inzproemezrts Act

ftlN2 Congress enacted the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA to clarify the application of United

States antitrust laws to international business transactions 15 US CS .4 do Specifically the FTAIA provides that the

Sherman Act applies to foreign conduct only if the conduct has direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect

on United States commerce and such effect gives rise to claim under the Sherman Act 15 US CS 6a12

Antitrust Trade Lan InternationalApplication of US Law Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

The gives rise to language in the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA requires plaintiff to

demonstrate direct causal relationship between the domestic effSts and the foreign injury Thus mere butfor nexus

is insufficient ro read the FTAIA broadly to permit more flexible less direct standard than proximate cause would open

the door to unreasonable interference with the sovereign authority of other nations to safeguard their own citizens from
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JUDGES Paul Magnuson United States District Court Judge

OPINIONBY Paul Magnuson

OPiNION

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

rhis matter is before the Court on Defendants Motion for Reconsideration of the May 2005 Order which denied

Defendants Motion to Dismiss For the reasons that follow the Court grants the Motion and dismisses the Amended

Complaint

BACKGROUND

The Parties

Plaintiffs are foreign corporations who purchased monosodium glutamate MSG and/or nucleotides directly fiom

one or more Defendants in transactions that occurred outside of the United States nI Plaintiffs allege that Defendants and

an undetermined number of unnamed coconspirators participated in global pricefixing and market allocation scheme
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to increase the worldwide price of MSG and nucleotides. L13 Plaintiffs also claim that Defendants conduct in forming

and implementing the global conspiracy exerted direct and substantial effects on United Stales trade and commerce by

inflating the prices paid by purchasers in the United States Am Compl PP 1328 In addition Plaintiffs allege that

price move ments in one geographic submarket were inextricably linked to all other markets so that the prices charged by

Defendants and their coconspirators in other countries were highly correlated with United States prices. Id PP 3942

nl Plaintiffs are attempting to sue on behalf of themselves and all foreign purchasers of MSO or nucleotides

from any of the named Defendants or Defendants coconspirators from January 1984 through November

1999 Am Compl P45.

According to Plaintiffs Defendants fixed United States prices and controlled United States markets not merely to

capture cartel profits in the United States but also to allow the cartel to be effective anywhere in the world Because

MSG and nucleotides are fungible commodities Defendants and their coconspirators allegedly knew that their

conspiracy would not succeed unless they coordinated their prices and market shares in markets across the world. Id.

43. Ihus Defendants allegedly included the United States in the cartel precisely to extract cartel profits from purchasers

around the world without risk of arbitrage Id

Plaintiffs alleged injury is that they purchased overpriced IvISO and nucleotides abroad because Defendants unlawful

conspiracy prevented them from buying competitively priced MSG and nucleotides from the United States Id PP 54

56

B.. Procedural History

This action commenced in May 2003. Thereafter the parties agreed to stay proceedings pending decision by the

United States Supreme Court in HoffmanLa Roche Lid. Eurpagran S.d. an antitrust class action brought on behalf

of foreign and domestic purchasers of vitamins alleging an international pricefixing conspiracy by manufacturers and

distributors That case involved pricefixing conduct that significantly and adversely affected customers both within and

outside the United States However the adverse foreign effect was independent of any adverse domestic effect.

in June 2004 the Supreme Court decided Empagran and held that plaintiff must show that the defendants conduct

affected United States commerce and that the domestic effect gave rise to the plaintiffs injury to invoke the protections

of the Sherman Act. .542 U.S 155. 124 Ci .2359. 236672 159 Ed 2d 226 2004 However the Supreme Court

expressly declined to address the issue presented in this case whether subject matter jurisdiction exists when piaintiff

foreign injury is allegedly linked to the domestic effects of the allegedly anticompetitive conduct. Id at 2372 Instead it

remanded the issue to the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals.

in response to the Empagran decision PlaintilTh flied an Amended Complaint in November 2004 and soon thereafter

moved to stay proceedings in this action until the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals had ruled on the remanded

issue However this Court reffised to stay the proceedings and entertained Defendants Motion to Dismiss in early 2005.

in its May 22005 Order the Court held that Plaintiffs alleged sufficient link between the domestic effect caused

by Defendants anticompetitive conduct and Plaintiffs injury

DISCUSSION

A. Standard of Review

When claims against party remain unresolved motion for reconsideration fails under the rubric of Federal

Ride of Civil Procedure 5429. See Interstate Power Co. Kansas City Power Light Co 992 F2d 804 807 8th Co

1993. Although issues decided should not be subject to continued argument the Court may revisit its earlier decision in

extraordinary circumstances Conrod ic Davis 120 F3d 92 95 8th Cir 1997 For example motion for reconsideration

may be justifiea on the basis of an intervening change in law Grodanich v. Leisure I-Ill/s I-teaM Ci 48F Srepp. 2d85
888 93 Mimi 1999 Erickson Mag. I.

B. The Foreign Trade Antitrust improvements Act

in its Motion to Dismiss Defendants contend that the Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over this action because
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the Sherman Act does not apply to Plaintiffs antitrust claim Plaintiffs counter that the Court has subject mattcrjurisdiction

because the effect of Defendants conspiracy on United States commerce gave rise to Plaintifft antitrust claims

and injuries

Congrcss enacted the Foreign Trade Antitrust improvements Act FTAIA in 1982 to clarify the application

of United States antitrust laws to international business transactions See 1.5 USC 6a Specifically the FTAIA provides

that the Sherman Act applies to foreign conduct only if the conduct has direct substantial and reasonably

foreseeable effect on United States commerce and such effect gives rise to claim under the Sherman Act Id at

6a12 see also H.R Rep No 97686 1982 the purpose of the FTAIA is to establish that restraints on export

trade only violate the Sherman Act if they have direct and substantial effect on commerce within the United States or

domestic firm competing for foreign trade id the FTAIA is not intended to confer jurisdiction on injured foreign

persons when that injury arose from conduct tvith no anticompetitive effects in the domestic marketplace

Empagran

On June 28 2005 unanimous panel of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals held that the gives rise

to language in the FTAIA requires plaintiff to demonstrate direct causal relationship betveen the domestic

effects and the foreign injury Earpagian 54 HoffarannLarochc 417F3d 1267 2005 WI 15129.51 at DC Ci

.200.5 Thus mere butfor nexus is insufficient The Court of Appeals reasoned

To read the FTAIA broadly to permit more flexible less direct standard than proximate cause would open

the door to interference with the sovereign authority of other nations to safeguard their own

citizens from anticompetitive activity within their own orders

Id

The Court of Appeals recognized that maintaining supercompetitive prices in the United States may have facilitated

the scheme to charge comparable prices abroad Nevertheless it found that this fact demonstrates at most butfor

causation and does not establish that the domestic effects of the pricefixing scheme increased prices in the United

States proximately caused the foreign purchasers injuries

The Court of Appeals also rejected the plaintiffs global conspiracy theory reasoning that the theory established only

an indirect connection between the United States prices and the prices paid in foreign markets It explained Under

the appellants theory it was the foreign effect of pricefixing outside of the United States that directly caused or gave

rise to their losses when they purchased vitamins abroad at supercompetitive prices Id Thus even showing that

the defendants knew or could foresee the effect of their allegedly anticompetitive conduct in the United States on the

plaintiffs injuries abroad or showing that the defendants intended to manipulate United States trade was insufficient

Instead the plaintiff had to show that the domestic effect proximately caused the plaintiff injury Because the global

conspiracy theory did not show that the foreign injury was inextricably linked to domestic restraints of trade the Court of

Appeals held that the domestic effect cited by the plaintiiTh did not give rise to their claimed injuries so as to bring their

Sherman Act claim within the FTAIA exception

This Action

The theory Plaintiffs advance in this case is identical to that advanced in Ernpagran In particular Plaintiffs contend

that MSG and nucleotides are fimgible and globally marketed which allowed Defendants to sustain super

competitive prices abroad only by maintaining supercompetitive prices in the United States Plaintiffs fi.rrther allege

that they would have purchased MSO and/or nucleotides at lower prices either directly from United States sellers or

from arbitrageurs selling MSG andior nucleotides imported from the United States thereby preventing Defendants from

selling abroad at inflated prices Finally Plaintiffs contend that Defendants accomplished their global pricefixing cartel

by creating barriers to intemational commerce in the form of market division agreements

This Court is persuaded by the decision and reasoning of the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals in

Empagraa The global pricefixing cartel theory establishes only an indirect relationship between United States prices

and the prices paid in foreign markets As such Plaintiffs can only show that the foreign effect of pricefixing gave rise to

their injuries Because Plaintiffs are unable to show that the domestic effect proximately caused their injuries Plaintiffs

cannot state claim under the Sherman Act
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CONCLUSION

Accordingly 1211 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that

Defendants Motion for Reconsideration Clerk Doe No 557 is GRANTED and

The Amended Complaint is DISMiSSED WITH PREJUDICE

LET JUDGMENT BE ENTERED ACCORDINGL%

Dated October 26 2005

Paul Magnuson

United States District Court Judge

JUDGMENT IN CIVIL CASE

Jury Verdict This action came before the Court for trial by jury The issues have been tried and the jury has rendered

its verdict

Decision by Court This action came to trial or hearing before the Court The issues have been tried or heard and

decision has been rendered

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED THAT

Defendants Motion fbr Reconsideration Clerk Doe No 557 is GRANTED and

The Amended Complaint is DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE

DArE October 26 2005
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OPINION

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
DISMISS

Before this court are several defendants joint

motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter juris

diction. The moving defendants include the follow

ing Micron Technology Inc.. Micron Semiconduc

tor Products Inc. Crucial Technology Inc. Sam-

sung Electronics Col. Ltd.. Samsung Semiconduc

tor Inc.. Mosel-Vitelic Corporation Mosel-Vitelic

Corporation USA Infineon Technologies AG
Infineon Technologies North America Corn.

Hynix Scm iconductoi Inc. Hyn ix Semiconductor

America Inc. Elpida Memory Inc. Elpida Mem

ory USA Inc.. NEC Electronics America Inc.

Nanya Technology Corporation Nanya Technology

Corporation USA Winbond Electronics Corpora

tion and Winbond Electronics Corporation Amer
ica collectively defendants.

Defendants motion came on for hearing before

this court on January 25 2006. Defendants ap

peared through their respective counsel Michael D.

Blechman Julian Brew William Farmer Raphael

M. Goldman Gary Hailing Lisa Kimmel Steven

Morrissette Joel S. Sanders Ian Simmons and

Howard Ullman. Plaintiff appeared through its

counsel James C. Shah. Having read the papers

filed in conjunction with the motion and carefully

considered the arguments and the relevant le

gal authority and good cause appearing the court

hereby GRANTS defendants motion for the rea

sons stated below and for the reasons stated at the

hearing..

BACKGROUTD

On May 2005 plaintiff filed the instant ac

tion against defendants on behalf of itself and all

others similarly situated alleging violations of the

Sherman Antitrust Act 15 U.S.C. 1.. See Class

Action Complaint for Violation of the Sherman Act

Complaint..

Specifically plaintiff-a British corporation
--

alleges that defendants engaged in global conspir

acy to fix prices for DRAM an electronic micro

chip frequently used in computers.. See e.g. id. at

PP 32-ST According to plaintiff the international

conspiracy operated to deliberately fix DRAM
prices in the United States in order to extract cartel

prices from plaintiff and other DRAM purchasers

located outside the United States. Id. at PP 75 80-

81. As result of the conspiracy plaintiff alleges

that it and others similarly situated were injured

because they were forced to pay more for DRAM
than they otherwise would have and were further

precluded from buying or selling DRAM products

at competitive prices both in the United States

and abroad.. Id. at PP 77 85-86.

Defendants assert that plaintiffs complaint fai Is

to set forth allegations supporting subject matter

jurisdiction or in the alternative standing and they

collectively seek dismissal of the complaint pursu

ant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12b1.

DISCUSSION

Legal Standards

The plaintiff bears the burden of demonstrating

that subject matter jurisdiction exists over the com

plaint when challenged under Fed. R.. Civ. P.

12jbI. See e.g. Tosco Corp. Conummities for

Better Envt 236 F.3d 49.5 499 9th Cir 2001.

The defendant may either challenge jurisdiction on

the face of the complaint or provide extrinsic evi

dence demonstrating lack of jurisdiction on the

facts of the case. While v. Lee 227 F. 3d 1214 124.2

9th Cir. 2000. Here since the defendants chal

lenge jurisdiction on the face of the complaint all

allegations of the complaint are taken as true and all

disputed issues of fact are resolved in favor of the

non-moving party. See Love United States 915

.2d 1.242 124.5 9th Cir 1990.

Plaintiff also bears the burden of demonstrating

that it has standing to pursue the claims alleged in

the complaint See United States Hays 51.5 U.S.

737 743 1155. Ci. 2431 132L. Ed. 2d635 1995
burden on plaintiff clearly to allege facts demon

strating that is proper party to invoke

judicial resolution of the dispute. In antitrust ac

tions such as this one plaintiff must allege antitrust

injury in order to have standing -- i.e. injury of the

type the antitrust laws were intended to prevent.

See e.g.
.Atl. Richfield Ca v. USA Peirolewn Co.

.495 US 328 334 110 5. Ci. 1884 109 L. Ed 2d

333 1990.

B. Subject Mafter Jurisdiction

Section of the Sherman Act prohibits all

unlawful restraints of trade including price-fixing
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agreements. See 15 Since the language

of section is broad and could conceivably limit

all restraints of trade Congress and the courts have

limited the reach of sec/iou In 1982 Congress

enacted the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements

Act of 1982 TTAIA which amended the

Sherman Act to preclude its application to conduct

involving trade or commerce with foreign nations

unless two jurisdictional prerequisites are met

First the conduct must have direct substantial

and reasonably foreseeable effect on US domestic

commerce See 1.5 U.S 6a Second the direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect must

give rise to Sherman Act claim Id

In construing the FTAIA it is wellsettled that

antitrust jurisdiction under the Sherman Act may be

asserted over wholly foreign conduct on the basis of

the economic effects of that conduct within the

United States See e.g. flaitford Fire Ins Co

California .509 US 764 796 113 Ct .2891 125

Ed 2d 61.2 0993 the Sherman Act applies to

foreign conduct that was meant to produce and did

in fact produce some substantial effect in the United

States United States .Alwninuni Co .Aun

AIcoa 148 F2d 416 2d Cii 1945 What is less

settled however are the standards by which courts

must determine the magnitude and type of domestic

effect necessary for jurisdiction to be exercised over

foreign conduct.

Here plaintiff is foreign national who does

not directly participate in the US market and who

suffered wholly foreign injury i.e paying in

flated prices for DRAM in the UK as result

of global price-fixing conspiracy allegedly put in

place by defendants which conspiracy purportedly

affected US prices for DR.AM and in turn world

wide prices See Complaint pp 74-77 80-86

Accordingly the issue for the court is whether

plaintiff has sufficiently alleged US domestic ef

fects giving rise to its foreign injury i.e that the

two-prong .j urisd ictional prerequisites set forth un
der the FTAIA have been met For the reasons be

low the court finds that plaintiff ultimately has not

and cannot meet them

able.

Direct substantial and reasonably foresee-

First plaintiff must sufficiently allege that de

fendants conduct had direct substantial and rca-

sonably foreseeable effect on US domestic com
merce See U.S.C. 6o. domestic effect is di
rect if it follows as an immediate consequence of

the defendants activity and it will be considered

substantial if it involves sufficient volume of

US commerce and is not mere spillover effect

See United States LSL Biotechnologies 379 3d

672 680 9th Cii .2004 expressly declaring di
rect within meaning of FTAIA to mean immedi
ate consequence United Phasphorous Ltd v.An

gus Client Co 1.31 5UpJ 2d 1003 1011-1.2

ND III 2001

Here plaintiff has alleged that defendants con

duct resulted in higher prices in the United States

Specifically plaintiff alleges that defendants con

spiracy resulted in the deliberate fixing of prices in

the United States and further alleges that at least

two defendants have already pIed guilty to charges

in the United States that they participated in an in

ternational conspiracy to fix prices See Complaint

PP 72-74 76 Plaintiff also makes allegations as to

the large volume of DRAM commerce that defen

dants were engaged in Id at 30 These allega

tions sufficiently describe if taken as true that as

result of defendants conspiracy the prices for

DRAM in the United States went up As such

plaintiff has sufficiently alleged direct substan

tial and reasonably foreseeable effect on domestic

commerce

Whether conduct gives rise to Sherman

Act claim

The second element -- which requires plaintiff

to allege that the domestic effect in question also

gives rise to Sherman Act claim -- is harder for

plaintiff to establish

Courts that have had occasion to consider this

element of the FTATA have generally concluded

that jurisdiction under the FTATA exists only

when the injury for which the plaintiff seeks redress

arises from the direct substantial and reasonably

foreseeable US effect See e.g Den Noiske Stats

Olje.selskap As HeereMac Vof 241 3d 4.20 429

13 5th Cii 2001 affirming decision that no

subject matter jurisdiction existed under FTAJA

because foreign plaintiffs injury paying higher

prices in the North Sea did not arise from domestic

effect higher prices in the domestic market The

controlling precedent on this issue as acknowl
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edged by the parties is the Supreme Courts opinion

in Hoffmann-La Roche Lit Empagran S.A

542 US 155 124 Ci 23.59 159 Ed .2d 226

2004 Enpogran

Enpagran dealt with facts very similar to the

case at bar here There plaintifft alleged that de

fendants group of vitamin sellers engaged in

global conspiracy to fix the prices for vitamins

leading to higher vitamin prices in the United States

and independently leading to higher vitamin prices

in other countries like Ecuador In passing on

whether subject matter jurisdiction existed under

the FTAIA as to certain foreign purchaser plaintiffs

the Supreme Court held that purchaser in

the United States could bring Sherman Act claim

under the FTAIA based on domestic injury but

purchaser in Ecuador could not bring Sherman

Act claini based on foreign harm See .542 US at

159 The Einpagran court held that where the for

eign harm suffered by plaintiff is independent of

any adverse domestic effect e.g higher prices in

the US no jurisdiction can lie Id at 16.5. The Em
pagran court however expressly left open the

question whether the Sherman Act may apply to

claims linked to domestic effects Lefl claims in

which the foreign injury is not independent of the

domestic effect. ld at 175.

The Supreme Court remanded the case for fur

ther proceedings and the case was eventually de

cided by the D.C Circuit in Empagran SA
Hoffnzann-Laroche Ltd 417 F.3d 1.26 D.C Cir

.2005 ccci denied Enpagran II The Enipagran

II court in considering whether sufficient link

existed between the allegedly anticompetitive con

duct and the harm to the foreign plaintiffs held that

in order to prove the requisite nexus between do
mestic effect and foreign injury plaintiffs needed

112 to allege more than mere link between do
mestic effect and foreign injury Rather proximate

causation is the standard See 417F.3dat 1.271 The

Empagran II court then employed the proximate

causation standard and found that plaintiffs had

failed to sufficiently allege that the domestic effects

cited by plaintiffs -- i.e. increased prices in the US

-- gave rise to their foreign injury Specifically the

court found that while maintaining super-

competitive prices in the United States may have

facilitated the appellees scheme to charge compa
rable prices abroad this fact denionstrates at most

but-for causation that establishes only an indi

rect connection between the US prices and the

prices paid when they purchased vita

mins abroad Id

Plaintiff here alleges no more than the plaintiffs

in Enxpczgran and II In sum plaintiff alleges that

plaintiff was required to track the DRAM prices in

dollars which was the only available measure due

to Defendants sales and distribution practices then

work on dollar exchange iates in order to buy the

DRAM at the best available price worldwide that

the United States prices were the 113 source of

and substantially affected the worldwide DRAM

prices that defendants used th supra

competitive prices of DRAM in the United States to

raise prices worldwide and without these supra

competitive prices for DRAM in the United States

Plaintiff and class members located outside of the

United States would not have paid artificially in

flated prices and finally that plaintiff and the pro

posed class members were injured in that they paid

more for DRAM than they otherwise would have

paid in the absence of the unlawful conduct of de

fendants and were precluded from buying products

from or selling products in the United States and in

the worldwide market at competitive prices See

Complaint PP 75-77.

Without more these allegations constitute no

more than the but for causation that the Enipagran

cases find objectionable Plaintiff attempts to dis

tinguish the Empagran litigation by pointing out

that Empagran expressly left unanswered the

question whether subject matter jurisdiction exists

where as here plaintiffs foreign injury is purport

edly intertwined with the domestic effects and that

the holding in Empagran II does not determine

resolution of the issue on the fActs before this

court. These arguments however are unpersuasive

First as defendants urge and at least one subsequent

court has found the proximate causation standard

enunciated in Einpagran II is more consistent with

principles of prescriptive coniity and general

antitrust principles than but for standard factors

which argue in favor of adoption of that standard.

See Latino Qnimica-Amtex 54 A/co Nobel

C/win .2005 U.S Dirt LEXIS 19788 .200.5 1fIL

2207017 S.D 200.5 Second the cases apply

ing the Enipagran holdings since issuance of En
pagran II have not only similarly adopted that stan-
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dard but also expressly considered -- and rejected

the very same factual scenarios and arguments that

plaintiff raises here See id see also In re Monoso

diwn Glutamate 200.5 US Dist LEVIS 3964
2005 WI 2810682 D. Minn..200.5 granting de

fendantst motion for reconsideration and reversing

earlier decision to deny defendants motion to dis

miss on subject matter jurisdiction grounds

Indeed In re Monosodium Glutcnnate involved

allegations which are essentially identical to those

made by plaintiff here that defendants fixed

United States prices 15 and controlled United

States markets not merely to capture
cartel profits in

the United States but also to allow the cartel to be

effective anywhere in the world and that defen

dants knowingly did so with the understanding that

their conspiracy would not succeed unless they co
ordinated their prices and market shares in markets

across the world See 200.5 U.S Dist LEVIS

39641 2005 WL 2810682 at 1. There the court

found that global price-fixing cartel theory estab

lishes only an indirect relationship between United

States prices and the prices paid in foreign mar

kets See id. 2005 U.S Di.st LEflS 39641 2005

WL 2810682 at 3.

So here There is simply no persuasive author

ity that plaintiff can muster to support an argument

that plaintiffa global price-fixing conspiracy suffi

ciently alleges causation -- and claim under the

FTAIA -- post Empagran and II

Accordingly since plaintiff cannot sufficiently

allege that its foreign injury was dependent upon or

somehow directly linked to the domestic effect at

issue i.e higher US prices the court GRANTS
defendants motion to dismiss for lack of subject

niatter jurisdiction

Standing

Defendants also argue that plaintiff lacks

standing to assert antitrust claims Antitrust stand

ing is an issue separate from the jurisdictional ques
tion discussed above in Assoc. GenI Contractors

Cal State Council of Caipenters 459 U.S .519 103

Ci 897 74 Ed 2d 723 1983 the Supreme

Court set forth the factors court must consider in

determining whether plaintiff has standing to

bring claim for violation of the antitrust laws.

These are whether there is causal connection

between the alleged antitrust violation and the harm

plaintiff allegedly suffered and whether defendants

intended to cause that harm whether the nature

of plaintiffs injury is the type the antitrust laws

were intended to forestall the directness of the

injury the existence of more direct victims

the risk of duplicative recovery and the com

plexity of apportioning damages Id at 538-47 see

also American Ad Mgiit Ccii Tel Col of Cal

190 F3d051 10.54 9th Cir 1999

Defendants focus on the majority of these fàc

tors arguing that the allegations in plaintiffs com
plaint fail to establish that plaintiff has suffered an
titrust injury i.e. the

type
of injury that the anti

trust laws were intended to prevent that

there is no direct link between the domestic effects

of defendants alleged anticompetitive conduct and

plaintiffs injuly plaintiffs claim rests on specu
lative and abstract conception of harm since

there is no direct proximate causation and that the

domestic direct purchasers are more appropriate

plaintiffs here See eg Brunswick Carp

Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat Inc 429 U.S 477 489 975

Ct. 690 .50 Ed 2d 701 1977. Plaintiff responds

by arguing that contrary to defendants arguments

each factor is satisifed

The same considerations that mandate finding

of no subject matter jurisdiction weigh against

finding of antitrust standing. However in view of

the disposition of the Sherman Act claim above

there is no need for consideration of defendants

alternative claim that plaintiff lacks standing. See

Verizon Conununicatian.s Inc Law qftice.s of

Curtis Trinko LLP .540 US 398 416 ii .5 124

Ct 87.2 I.57L Ed 2d823 2004

Accordingly and in conclusion defendants

motion to dismiss is GRANTED

Leave to Amend

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15a provides

that leave to amend pleading shall be

freely given when .justice so requires Fed Civ

Proc 1.5a Leave to amend will be denied how

ever where the amendment would be futile or

where the amended complaint svould be subject to

dismissal See Saul U.S 9.28 F2d 829 843 9th

Cir 1991 Redcly Litton India mc 912 2d

291 .296 9th CAr 1990.
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If granted leave to amend here plaintiff pro

poses adding additional allegations regarding the

correlation between US prices during the com

spiracy and those in Europe and Asia-Pacific Opp.

Br at 2014-15 Such allegations however while

providing more detail do not substantively change

plaintiffs theory of recovery -- i.e that plaintifPs

injury was caused by global price-fixing conspir

acy with the purpose and effect of raising U.S

prices and in turn worldwide prices Without dif

ferent theory of recovery altogether plaintiff cannot

escape finding that no subject matter jurisdiction

exists See Latino Quinica-Antex 2005 US Dist

LEXIS 39641 2005 WI 2207017 at 12-13

Under the FTAIA the mere inter-dependence of

niaikets cannot be sufficient to satisfy the require

ment that domestic effect gives rise to the

plaintiffs claim denying leave to amend as futile

Accordingly since the court would lack subject

matter jurisdiction over the case as pleaded in

proposed amended complaint the court finds that

amendment would be futile and DENIES plaintiff

leave to amend

Conclusion

For the above reasons the court hereby

GRANTS defendants motion to dismiss for lack of

subject matter jurisdiction and DENIES plaintiff

leave to amend Plaintiffs complaint is accordingly

dismissed with prejudice

IT IS SO ORDER1D

Dated March 2006

PHYLLIS J. HAMILTON

United States District Judge
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Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States District Court .D Kentucky

Louisville Division.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY et al
Plaintiffs

v.

LATIN AMERICAN iMPORTS S.A. d/b/a

Latam et al Defendants.

Civil Action No 99-92

July 16 2002

Distributor of American manufacturers household

appliances in Peru filed counterclaims against

manufacturer alleging antitrust violations

Manufacturer moved for summary judgment. The

District Court Jennifer B. Coffluan held that

distributor failed to establish antitrust injury

necessary prerequisite to its antitrust claims

Motion granted

West Headnotes

Monopolies 265 281.4

265 Monopolies

26511 Trusts and Other Combinations in

Restraint of Trade

265k28 Actions for Damages by

Combinations or Monopolies

265k281..l Right of Action

265k28l .4 Injury to Business or

Property Most Cited Cases

Allegations by distributor of American

manufacturers household appliances in Peru that

manufacturer embarked on scheme whereby it

induced distributor to develop market for its

appliances that it reibsed to renew distributors

contract and set about to destroy distributor with

the effect that distributor an important trade

bridge could not ally itself with competing U.S

appliance manufacturers which suffered reduced

ability to sell their products in Peru and that

manufacturer thereby was able to stifle competition

and monopolize the market failed to establish an

antitrust injury as required for distributor to prevail

on its antitrust claims distributor failed to

demonstrate how its injury resulted from decrease

in competition rather than from some other

consequence of manufacturers actions

MEMORANDUM OPINION .41W ORDER
JENNIFER COFFMAN Judge

This matter is before the court upon GEs motion

Record No. 139 for summary judgment on

LATAMs antitrust claims and the parties Dauber

motions regarding LATAMs antitrust expert

Record No. 118 Lawrence Goldberg and GES
antitrust expert Record No 135 Barry Harris. The

court having reviewed the record and being

otherwise sufficiently advised will grant GEs
motion as to LATAMs antitrust claims Counts
and of the Second Amended Counterclaim deny
the parties respective Daubert motions as moot
and cancel the Daubert hearings with regard to the

experts Goldberg and Harris

Fed.R.Civ.P. 56c provides that summary judgment
is proper if the pleadings depositions answers to

interrogatories and admissions on file together

with the affidavits if any show that there is no

genuine issue as to any material lint and that the

moving party is entitled to judgment as matter of

lawS The plain language of this rule mandates the

entry of summary judgment after adequate time for

discovery and upon motion against party who
fails to make showing sufficient to establish the

existence of an element essential to that partys case
and on which that party will bear the burden of

proof Beekerur MD Au/man Hospital Assoc

78 F..3d 1079 1087 6th Cir 1996

LATAMs antitrust claims stem from its theory of

this case that GE embarked on scheme whereby it

induced LATAM to serve as its distributor in Peru

02006 Thomson/West No Claim to Orig U.S. Govt Worlcs

http//print.westlaw .com/delivery ..htmldestatpformatHTMLEdataidB005 5800000057670004596.... 4/28/2006
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and develop market for GE appliances then

refused to renew LATAMs distributorship contract

and set about to destroy LATAM with the effect

that LA TAM an important trade bridge by virtue

of its success in developing the Peruvian market for

sale of appliances could not ally itself with

competing U.S. manufacturers of appliances

allowing GE to stifle competition and monopolize

the market In Count of its counterclaims

LATAM charges GE with an attempt to monopolize

in violation of Section of the Sherman Act IS

US.C. 2. Specifically LATAM alleges that it was

involved in export trade to Fern in the geographic

market of the United States in the relevant product

market of US-branded household appliances.

LATAM further alleges that GE had market share

in excess of 70% in these relevant markets which

gave it dangerous probability of uccess in

achieving an outright monopoly. Count of the

counterclaims charges GE with conspiracy to

restrain trade in violation of Section of the

Sherman Act 15 U.S.C. I.

Seeking summary judgment on these antitrust

counterclaims GE makes three major arguments

that this court lacks jurisdiction over the

counterclaims by virtue of the Foreign Trade

Antitrust Improvement Act of 1982 FTAIA 15

U.S.C. that L.ATAM has not demonstrated

any antitrust injury and that LATAM has not

sufficiently shown the substantive elements of

Sections and of the Sherman Act due to

deficiencies in its definition and establishment of

the relevant market. As the second of these

arguments is dispositive we will address it first and

then discuss only tangentially the remaining

arguments..

Ant it ntst Injury

Simply put this is not an antitrust case.. The

enactment of the antitrust laws was response to

congressional concern with the protection of

competition not competitors Brown Shoe Ca
United States 370 U.S. 294 320 82 SCt.. 1502

L.Ed.2d 510 1962. Accordingly fiJt is not

enough to assert simply that plaintiff has been

harmed as an individual competitor rather

plaintiff must suggest how activities

have had some adverse impact on price quality

or output of
....

services offered to consumers in the

relevant market.. l3etkwer Aultman Hospital

Association 78 F3d 1079 1092 6th Cir.1996

quoting Capital Imaging An-ocx. Mohawk

Valley Medical Assocs. 996 F2d 537 547 2d Cir.

cert denied 510 U.S. 947 114 S.Ct. 388 126

L..Ed.2d 337 1993. To allege sufficiently the

elements of federal antitrust violation

must prove antitrust injury which is to say injury of

the type the antitrust laws were intended to prevent

and that flows from that which makes defendants

acts unlkwfbl. Valley Products Co.. v. Landmark

128 F.3d 398 402 6th CiL 1997 quoting

Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat Inc.. 429

U.S. 47748997 S..Ct 69050 LEcL2d 701 1977
emphasis in original GE contends that one

failure of L.ATAM in regard to showing antitrust

injury is that it allege nothing more than

restriction on the movement of articles in

commerce not injury to consumers. Additionally

however the
concept of antitrust injury requires

plaintiff to demonstrate that his alleged injuries are

the result of anticompetitive behavior. Claims of

injury arising flom antitrust violations are

compensable only when the injury flows directly

from the unlawful act Axis .p.A Micafil Inc

870 F.2d 1105 1107 6th Cir. cert. denied 493

U.S. 823 110 S..CL 83 107 L..Ed.2d 49 1989. If

plaintiff would have suffered the same injury

without regard to the allegedly anticompetitive acts

of Defendants Plaintiff has not suffered an antitrust

injury. Hodges WSM Inc 26 F.3d 36 38 6th
Cir. 1994.. The Sixth Circuit

...
has been

reasonably aggressive in using the antitrust injury

doctrine to bar
recovery where the asserted injury

although linked to an alleged violation of the

antitrust laws flows directly from conduct that is

not itself an antitrust violation Valley Products

128 F.3d at 403.

In Valley Products .rupta manufacturer of soap

and hotel amenities brought an antitrust suit against

hotel franchisors who denied the manufacturer

permission to use the franchisors trademarks after

two other
soap manufacturers were granted

preferred supplier status. The plaintiff alleged the

existence of an illegal tying arrangement in
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violation of the antitrust laws but the court upheld

the district courts observation that the plaintiffs

exclusion from access to defendants license and

their resulting inability to produce logoed amenities

is what has caused them harm not their exclusion

based on the illegal tie The plaintiffs would have

suffered the identical loss if their contracts with

franchisors had simply been terminated even if no

preferred vendor agreement .. existed Id at 403

quoting Valley Products Landmark 877 Supp

1087 1093-94 WJJ.Tenn.l994 Bolstered by the

reasoning of Valley Products and similar cases GE

argues

GE engaged in the alleged

anticompetitive activity or not the effect on the

market that complains of-a reduced

ability of other American appliance makers to sell

their products in Peru-would have been exactly the

same Latam would have been unavailable to these

other manufacturers whether Latam stayed with GE
and thrived or whether its contract expired and it

was destroyed Thus the injury Latam alleges does

not depend in any way on GEs alleged

anticompetitive actions It is not therefore antitrust

injury. And this is not an antitrust case.

GE also characterizes the deposition testimony of

LATAMs antitrust expert Lawrence Goldberg as

having admitted this point

FNI So in either case from the

perspective of another U.S manufacturer

of appliances Latam was not available to

serve as its distributor in Peru is that

correct

That may have been the case but there

was no choice Goldberg deposition at

154

Jn response LATAM addresses GEs argument

regarding its failure to allege injury to consumers

In this case the injury implicated by Latams claim

is felt by participants in the market for export to

Peru of U.S.-made appliances While these firms

have no economic interaction whatsoever with U.S

consumers or the U.S. domestic marketplace

Congress has nevertheless made it abundantly

clear that the U.S export market falls within the

protection of U.S antitrust laws In sum antitrust

injury can indeed exist in cases where export

commerce is restrained even though no effect is felt

on domestic prices or quality

Latam cites cases in support of this proposition

concluding that Congress subsequent

enactment of the ETAIA thereby expressly granting

of jurisdiction over matters affecting export

commerce-matters that necessarily will have no

spillover effect on consumer prices and qualityit

must follow that cases seeking to remedy harm to

this export commerce necessarily involve injury

of the type the antitrust laws were intended to

prevent i3run.rwic/ supra

Although this reasoning indeed speaks to one facet

of GEs argument regarding antitrust

injury-LATAMs alleged failure to assert injury to

consumers-it does not confront GEs observation

that the injury to LATAM was not suffered by

virtue of the harm L.A TAM alleges to American

appliance manufacturers. Nor does it answer GEs
contention that had GE not allegedly destroyed

LA TAM but rather LATAM remained with GE and

thrived LATAM-the trade bridge which could

have enabled other U.S appliance manufacturers to

compete with GE in the export market to

Peru-would have been similarly unavailable to these

other American manufacturers LATAM does

confront this argument in another section of the

respnnse purportedly devoted to GEs jurisdictional

arguments regarding the FTAIA
GE ignores Latams repeated clarifications that its

claim does not arise out of anything that GE did or

did not do in connection with the appliance

distributorship Thus GE could have renewed the

appliance distributorship or terminated it allowing

L.atam to freely associate with other appliance

manufacturers and it would have faced no antitrust

liability Latams case on the other hand is based

upon GEs elimination of Latam as participant in

the U.S export market GEs manipulation of its

relationship with L.atam so as to adversely affect

Latams ability to pursue an association with another

U.S appliance manufacturer who desires to export

his product to Peru is actionable under the Sherman

Act Sky View Din Inc Miller

Brewing Co. 620 2d 750 752 10th Cir..1980
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the complaint sets forth more than mere
substitution of distributorship and asserts that the

substitution of Sky View was designed to

adversely affect Millers competitors and that in fact

it did stop Millers competition Emphasis in

original

FN2 Skyview .supa apparently did

involve theory aimilar to that which

LATAM advances in Skyview an

independent distributor alleged that the

brewing company had encouraged it to

overexpand then terminated the

distributorship and granted an exclusive

distributorship to another distributor it had

just formed substitution designed to

impede the brewing companys

competitors and that did in fact harm

competition The district court had

dismissed the complaint because it thought

the allegations regarding any conspiracy

between the brewing company and the

distributor it formed to replace the plaintiff

were insufficient the Tenth Circuit noting

the standard on motion to dismiss held

this to be enor See 5/cyview 620 2d at

752

First of all the court notes the extremely

speculative nature of LATAMs argument as GE
has noted nowhere does LATAM offer evidence

that other appliance manufacturers actually sought

to utilize LATAM and were denied or that during

LATAMs distributorship with GE LATAM did

freely associate with other manufacturers On the

whole LATAMs proof as to the anticompetitive

effect it alleges is deficient. This deficiency became

apparent in the courts analysis of GEs

jurisdictional arguments discussed below in which

GE challenged the opinion of LATAMs antitrust

expert Goldberg that GEs alleged conduct

produced direct substantial and reasonably

foreseeable effects on the U.S appliances export

market to Peru

Two principles enunciated by the Sixth Circuit in

regard to granting summary judgment are that

the respondent cannot rely on the hope that the trier

of fact will disbelieve the movants denial of

disputed fact but must present affirmative

evidence in order to defeat properly supported

motion for summary judmgent and trial

court no longer has the duty to search the entire

record to establish that it is bereft of genuine issue

of material fact Bet/curer MD Au/titian

Hospital Association 78 3d 1079 1087 6th
Cir. 1996 While the court is aware that it is not

required to comb the record in order to make

LATAMs arguments for it the court did examine

the content of the Dauber motions in an effort to

lend substance to the cited conclusions of LATAMs
expert regarding the effect of GEs alleged

destruction of LATAM on the U.S market for

export of appliances to Peru After an examination

of these more specifically alleged effects the courts

opinion as to the deficiency of LATAMs pleadings

on this subject remains unaltered

FN3 LATAMs response to GEs motion

to exclude the testimony of its proferred

antitrust expert summarizes these effects as

follows

Thus Prof Goldberg learned that

Latams imports for GE during 1996 its

last non-impaired year was 8860 units

64% of the U.S. exports in that year

Goldberg Table 1-2
nine U.S manufacturers that were

represented in Peru in the 1990s were no

longer represented in 2000

The total U.S exports to Peru decreased

during the 1996-2000 period from 13869
units in 1996 to 2808 in 2000 Goldberg
Table 13-1

The total Non-GE exports to Peru

decreased 50% during the 1996-2000

period from 5009 units in 1996 to 2618
in 2000 Goldberg Table 13-1

three of the four distributors who had

been exporting product into Peru in 1992

and were still doing so in 2000 had

suffered some type of financial distress and

reorganization during the 1996-2000

period Goldberg Depo. at 63-64
the S.

exports from the three
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manufacturers served by these three

distributors decreased full 70% during

the 1996 2000 period from 4472 in 1996

to 1345 in 2000. Goldberg Table 13-1

During the same four years the sales of

the fourth manufacturer Frigidaire

whose distributor had not failed grew

from 537 to 1273 Goldberg Table 13-1

indicating that market still existed for

such U.S luxury niche goods if only they

can reach Peru and ruling out the

likelihood that the decline in the S.

export trade was due to some the

other overarching economic factors

Initially it should be noted that some of

these factors appear to support GES
contention that the U.S export market for

appliances to Peru remained competitive

rather than bolstering LATAMs assertion

that the market suffered For example the

third and fourth bullet points regarding an

alleged decrease in U.S. exports to Peru

when taken together appear to reflect that

GE exports to Peru decreased at more

substantial rate than non-GE exports

Further the last bullet point which reveals

that Frigidaires sales more than doubled

during the relevant period severely

undercuts LATAMs theory of antitrust

injury L-ATAMs explanation that

Frigidaires distributor did not fail thus

facilitating the sales increase explicitly

contradicts its assertion of antitrust injury

by virtue of other manufacturers being

deprived of LATAMs services

The weaknesses in L.A TAMs pleading of antitrust

injury moreover are driven home in GEs reply

which focuses first on this element with citation to

Thnnerrean Truclcctop Jut NJS mc 875 E2d

86 6th Cir.1989 In this case the Sixth Circuit

enunciated that pursuant to Supreme Court case

law the antitrust plaintiff must show that the

alleged violation tends to reduce competition in

some market and that the plaintiffs injury would

result from decrease in that competition rather

than from some other
consequence of the

defendants actions. Tennessean Truclcsrop 875

F.2d at 88 quoting Areeda 1-lovenkamp

Antitrust Law 334.lb at 299 1988 Supp.
Using this case GE correctly and succinctly points

out that the harm Latam identifies in the market is

not harm to Latam but harm to other American

appliance manufacturers Yet Latam has not even

suggested how its damages are the result of the

hypothetical harm to Whirlpool Maytag Frigidaire

and the other manufacturers whose case Latam

seems to want to pursue as if it were some sort of

parens patriae LATAM has not adequately

answered this argument regarding antitrust injury

and the court fails to see how the plaintiffs injury

would result from decrease in .. competition

rather than from some other
consequence of

actions Ii at 88 Accordingly we find that this

necessary prerequisite of its antitrust claims is not

met requiring the dismissal of Counts and of

the counterclaims

Jurisdiction and Substantive Elements

Due to our holding that antitrust injury is lacking

and is therefore dispositive of L.ATAMs antitrust

counterclaims we will assume for purposes of this

motion for summary judgment that LATAM meets

all the other arguments raised by GE The court

notes however that GEs argument that this court

lacks jurisdiction over LATAMs counterclaims

because the Sherman Act does not apply to conduct

which affects only foreign markets is persuasive

The FTAIA requires direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable effect on the domestic

marketplace and that this anticompetitive effect on

the domestic marketplace gave rise to their injuries

Ferromin International Trade Corp f/CAR

International Thc 153 Supp.2d 700 705

E.DYa.200l emphasis in original GEs
contention that neither of these prongs is met has

merit

FN4 LATAM simply cites its experts

conclusions that the effect on U.S export

trade caused by GEs alleged destruction of

L.ATAM is direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable without ample

factual foundation LATAM has not come

close to alleging the type of substantial
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effect on U.S market that existed in

Access Telecom Inc MCI
Telecommunications Corp 197 .3d 694

5th Cir 1999 Even were this court to

have found that LATAM had met the

antitrust injury requirement the failure to

cite or argue anything concrete in response

to motion for summary judgment on this

requirement of the FTAIA would be fatal

to LATAMs antitrust counterclaims

Without regard to the veracity of these

alleged effects argued by LATAM see

supra LATAM has done nothing to show

their directness substantiality or

reasonable foreseeability with regard to the

FTAIA
As to the second

prong of the FTAIA the

parties disagree as to whether LA TAMs
alleged injuries must arise from

anticompetitive effects on U.S commerce

Compare Den Norsice Stats Oljeselskop As

Heereinac 241 E3d 420 5th

Cir.2001 imposing such requirement

with Kruman Christies International

PLC 284 F..3d 384 2nd Cir.2002

apparently declining to impose such

requirement This court declines to

resolve this question unnecessarily The

court notes however that LATAM
mistakenly approaches this issue. First it

erroneously relies upon the tautological

assertion of its expert Goldberg who says

without factual foundation that the

antitrust damage to the other S.

manufacturers is related to the destruction

of Latam and in that sense it is very closely

related .. Latams destruction prevented it

from dealing with these other

manufacturers leading to the damage to

the market Now Latam was damaged

personally by this and its all intertwined

together with the antitrust and

anticompetitive effects. Goldberg

deposition at 121 22
Secondly LATAM is not claiming that the

anticompetitive effects felt by U.S

appliance manufficturers
gave rise to its

injuries rather it is claiming that its

destruction led to the anticoinpetitive

effects-the reduced ability of U.S.

manufacturers to export their product to

Peru Thus the case law cited by LATAM
in an effort to show that it meets the Den

Narske test is inapposite

Fin ally GE argues that LATAM has not sufficiently

shown the substantive elements of Sections and

of the Sherman Act due to deficiencies in its

defmition and establishment of the relevant market.

If this court had not already decided that LA TAMs
antitrust claims fail as matter of law we would be

required to take up the question of which approach

is most appropriate to L.ATAMs theory of the case

at this time As we have shown from the foregoing

however we need not address the
argurrients

contained in the Daithert motions regarding the

experts Goldberg and Harris and we need not

conduct the hearings requested by the parties with

regard to them Accordingly

FN5 GE challenges LATAMs definition

of the relevant market in this case as the

market for the export of

U.S -manufactured appliances for

distribution in Peru contending that

LATAM has made no effort to determine

which commodities are reasonably

interchangeable by consumers and

indeed that LATAM ignores the fact that

antitrust law condemns only that conduct

which is harmful to consumers GE cites

case law in support of these
arguments

and excerpts from the deposition of

LATAMs expert in arguing that he ignores

consumers in his definition of the relevant

market GE also contends that the market

is competitive which undercuts any

assertion that GE possessed market power
sufficient to control prices and exclude

competition

In response to these arguments LATAM
states that its market definition is

appropriate to this case that GEs

arguments are merely Daubert complaints

about the methodology employed by

LATAMs expert Goldberg and that

these issues are more hilly briefed in the
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Dauber pleadings The court strongly

condemns this tactic whereby LATAM
deflects its response to motion for

summary judgment to other pleadings and
thereby effectively increases the page

limits therefor despite this courts

admonition in the past that no extensions

of either page limits or deadlines would be

granted In an effort to give LATAM the

benefit of the doubt however the court

has reviewed the arguments contained in

the Dauben motions regarding both GE
and LATAMs antitrust experts

IT IS ORDERED that GES motion far summary

judgment with regard to Counts and of

LATAMs Second Amended Counterclaim is

GRANTED

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that GEs motion to

exclude the testimony of Lawrence Goldberg and

LATAMS motion to exclude the testimony of Barry

Harris are DENIED AS MOOT

lT IS FURTHER ORDERED that as the Daubers

motions regarding Messrs Goldberg and Harris

have been denied as moot there is no need to

conduct the parties requested hearings as to them

currently set for July 2002 All other proceedings

remain scheduled for July 2002 unless the

parties are otherwise notified by order of the court.

D..Ky.2002

General Elec. Co Latin American Imports S.A.

cl/b/a LATAM
Not Reported in F..Supp.2d 2002 WL 1603093

W.D Ky
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